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Skylark
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ext 2313
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hsms.hawk@jis.edu.bn

ext 2414

hsms.heron@jis.edu.bn
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Welcome from the Principal
expectations of good preparatory schools around the world and
many of our graduating students have gained places and even
scholarships at some of the top Universities in the world such
as in the UK, USA, Canada and Australia.
Schools should promote learning wherever it may happen—this
is the principle of a holistic, liberal education—ensuring that the
whole child is educated. All children should be encouraged to
achieve their best in the areas of:
• academic studies
• creativity
• social development
• physical development
• emotional development
• moral and spiritual development.
We believe that this is best achieved by providing children with
able, professional teachers who will get to know the students they
teach and who use a range of engaging learning opportunities to
JIS is a vibrant growing community of about 1680 students from

provide work that challenges each child to think for themselves

55 nationalities, ages 2 years to 18 years. We have more than

and to participate fully in co-curricular activities such as school

180 teachers who are primarily British. Our teachers remain in

trips, Enrichment Week, Co-Curricular Activities (CCA), Peace

JIS, in Brunei for an average of 8 years.

Day, International Day, Earth Day and House events. We also
expect students to contribute to assemblies and to engage in

We are an academically selective school following the British

activities during class time.

International School system. Our school is an IB World School and
an HMC School. Accredited by the British Schools Overseas (BSO)

We hope that school will be fun and that students will participate

Inspectorate, in January 2019, JIS became the first international

as fully as possible in everything that JIS has to offer. A student

school in the world to achieve the highest possible rating in all of

who is happy and active is very likely to be a successful student.

the 9 new inspection categories (including Boarding). JIS was the

We are also very aware that parents play an extremely important

first school to gain the Golden British Schools Overseas Award.

role in guiding the educational progress of their children. When
schools and parents work in partnership, children are more

This means that you as parents can be safe in the knowledge

likely to flourish. We have core values for all our students and

that when you choose to enrol your child in JIS, your child will

we would like parents to support us in reinforcing these values.

be receiving an ‘Outstanding’ education.
We believe that all students should:
Brunei is a wonderful place to raise a child. Clean, safe and secure

• Think, communicate and engage fully with all lessons;

without the distractions and pollution of large cities, it is a place

• Commit fully to the co-curricular aspect of school life;

where children can be children. The 120 acre school campus

• Be respectful, tolerant and understanding of others.

provides our students with the most wonderful environment
with superb, world class facilities. We warmly welcome visitors

We look forward to working with you to provide an education of

to the school to meet our students and teachers and see the

the highest quality for your child.

exceptional situation.
Welcome to Jerudong International School!
We work hard to create a challenging, vibrant and nurturing
environment that enables each child to flourish. We believe in
the traditional values of an independent school education but
we also embrace exciting new practices and are able to pull the
best ideas from a wide variety of sources. We aim to match the

Nicholas Sheehan
Principal
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THE STUDENT PROFILE
AIM

What to do?

Awarded for...

ENGAGEMENT

Be curious
Be responsible
Be a lifelong learner

• Acquiring new skills.
• Showing respect for our peers.
• Actively taking charge of our own
learning.

RESILIENCE

Be optimistic
Be self aware
Be determined

• Showing perseverance.
• Keeping things in perspective.
• Making time to have fun, relax and
stay fit.

COMMUNICATION

Be collaborative
Be a good listener
Be compassionate

• Expressing ideas creatively.
• Actively listening.
• Working harmoniously with those
around us.

I N T E G R AT I O N

Be respectful
Be inclusive
Be kind

• Working together in a spirit of
unity and companion.
• Understanding others.
• Valuing individual contributions
but sharing responsibilities.

THINKING

Be creative
Be a problem solver
Be reflective

• Being creative and imaginative.
• Applying what we learn in the
classroom in the outside world.
• Reflecting upon our experiences to
make better choices in the future.

LEADERSHIP

Be inspirational
Be humble
Be authentic

• Showing enthusiasm, optimism
and warmth to others.
• Showing humility.
• Being authentic.
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LIFE
IN THE
MIDDLE YEARS
PEACE WEEK
EARTH WEEK
INTERNATIONAL WEEK
FOOTBALL FUNDAY
WAR OF COLOURS
MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS
SHOWCASE CONCERT
HOUSE CONCERT
LUNCHTIME LECTURES
FOBISIA GAMES
HOUSE SPORT
COPA DE JERUDONG
DUKE OF EDINBURGH
MODEL UNITED NATIONS
ECO JIS
BORNEO PROJECT
CAMBODIA M.A.D.
PENAN SUPPORT
DIVING CLUB
NEWSROOM

THE CHOICE IS YOURS.
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LIFE IN YEAR 7 MIDDLE YEARS COUNCIL
I am a Year 7 student so I have only just started Middle Years! My time in Year 7 so far has been eventful, busy and exciting. Year
7 started with a week of fun team building activities so that we could get to know everyone, especially those new to the school.
My usual week consists of 13 different subjects of which my favourites are DT and Spanish and I also manage to fit in a guitar
lesson and several CCAs such as Scouts, Squash, Football and Swimming. During lunch I attend Trampolining and Student
Council Meetings. As Council members we are currently planning a student led Year7 social. We also have other fun events
throughout the Year such as Book Day, Anti Bullying Day and International Day.
The highlight of Year 7 so far has been the Year 7 trip to Temburong. This was a great outdoor adventure because we got to participate
in activities like long jungle walks, swims in the river, cooking and a blow dart competition. We also enjoyed making up our own class chants and
sleeping in dorms with friends.
I love being at JIS because people are so friendly and I have lots of nice and supportive teachers.
Since I have joined Middle Years I feel I have learned lots of new stuff. I have also grown up a lot and learned to be more independent and responsible.

LIFE IN YEAR 8 MIDDLE YEARS COUNCIL
So far, my time in Year 8 has been amazing. Everyone in JIS is so welcoming and always filled with kindness. I came to JIS in
Year 6 and it took me a few days to feel like I belonged. I adapted to the new learning style in JIS really quickly thanks to my
encouraging teachers and amazing friends.
Year 8 is different from Year 7 because in Year 8 we have more challenges and opportunities. I have joined the Student Council
that has broadened my understanding and given me more opportunities. It really is the thing that JIS does best - providing
opportunities for us to grow both in and out of our academic studies. At first, I was really shy and always afraid to talk in front of
people but as months passed, I finally pushed myself out of my comfort zone thanks to the MYs Student Council community and
people in my House who are always so supportive and encouraging.
I have really liked how we get Polio Points - something that teachers give to students who are on their best behaviour, engaging with other students,
integrating, having leadership skills, thinking, being resilient and communicating well with others. We not only receive Polio Points but it is such a
great feeling to know that we are making a difference globally as the number of Polio Points we receive together transforms itself into how many polio
vaccinations we can give to people around the world to prevent polio. Working together, we have been able to almost help eradicate this disease now.

LIFE IN YEAR 9 MIDDLE YEARS COUNCIL
I arrived at JIS in Year 7 and currently, I am a Year 9 student and unfortunately, in my last year of Middle Years. If I could describe
my time in Middle Years so far, it would be - a rollercoaster ride. It is normal when you first start to have ups and downs - certain
aspects of a student’s life may go well while some others may not. But that is completely normal! Very soon you start to feel a
part of this wonderful community and you know you are on your way!
To be honest, when I first came from Pakistan and joined the Middle Years, I was a very shy person who struggled to show my
ideas. However, all the girls in my House, Fireback, were extremely supportive and helpful. They helped me sort out my classes
and even encouraged me to step up and show my skills. Being in an international community was sort of a nerve wrecking idea to me
however I started to see how similar we all actually are and it didn’t take me long to feel a part of them. I adapted to the new environment
and learning style in just a few months and I think being in a community like this helped me be resilient and taught me to not give up in tough situations.
When Year 9 started, I quickly realised that far more independence was expected of us than in Year 7 or 8. We also learn about subjects in more depth.
For example, I got to focus on Art and Drama on a deeper level and I really discovered my style and creativity. Overall, my experience in Year 9 has been
amazing! From interesting events like peace and international day to educational trips, I am really enjoying this journey and learning a lot of new things.
Being a JIS Middle Years student means that you will be a student of a strong character, who listens to people and has the chance to become a leader
- most importantly you will learn how to become more resilient, open up a whole world of opportunities you would never have dreamed of, have the
chance to develop great new friends, learn beyond your expectations and have fun at the same time - so take the chance and come join us!

THE BOARDING HOUSE
At first, I must admit that I was a bit nervous about becoming a weekly boarder, since it was my first time going to a boarding school.
However, very quickly, I settled in and I came to regard Ibis House as my home away from home during the week. I found it easy
to make new friends from lots of different places around the world. Being in boarding has also allowed me to fully participate in
the school's CCA programme because I can do a very wide range of afternoon and evening activities. The JIS CCA programme
has a lot to offer and there’s something for everyone to enjoy. Being part of a Boarding House means that you have help and
guidance during evening study, which I think has helped my grades improve drastically since I always can ask for guidance from
teachers in a comfortable environment. And did I even mention the wide range of different tasty foods from all over the world
the Boarding House canteen has to offer? There’s lots of fun House sport events to go and play or support for, and the Boarding
House spirit is really something else since we literally live together! Finally, it’s a lot of fun getting involved in Boarding House events,
outings and competitions with friends such as Lip Sync and Winter Formal.
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Welcome to the Middle Years
Day, Earth Day and House events. We also expect
students to contribute to assemblies and to engage in
activities during tutor group time or Personal, Social
and Health Education (PSHE) lessons.

The Middle Years is the first phase of the Senior
School and incorporates Years 7, 8 and 9. We work
hard to create a challenging, vibrant and nurturing
environment that enables each child to flourish. We
believe in the traditional values of an independent
school education but we also embrace exciting
new practices and are able to pull the best ideas
from a wide variety of sources. We aim to match the
expectations of good preparatory schools around the
world and many of our students have gained places
and even scholarships at some of the top independent
schools in the UK and Australia.
Schools should promote learning wherever it may
happen—this is the principle of a holistic, liberal
education—ensuring that the whole child is educated.
All children should be encouraged to achieve their
best in the areas of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

academic studies
creativity
social development
physical development
emotional development
moral and spiritual development.

We believe that this is best achieved by providing
children with able, professional teachers who will get
to know the students they teach and who use a range
of engaging learning opportunities to provide work
that challenges each child to think for themselves and
to participate fully in co-curricular activities such as
school trips, the Middle Years Enrichment Week, CoCurricular Activities (CCA), Peace Day, International

Although the Middle Years are a period of great
change in the physical and mental lives of students,
they are also a period of tremendous opportunity. We
hope that school will be fun and that students will
participate as fully as possible in everything that
JIS has to offer. A student who is happy and active
is very likely to be a successful student.
We are also very aware that parents play an extremely
important role in guiding the educational progress
of their children. When schools and parents work in
partnership, children are more likely to flourish. We
have core values for all our students and we would
like parents to support us in reinforcing these values.
We believe that all students should:
• Think, communicate and engage fully with all
lessons;
• Commit fully to the co-curricular aspect of school
life;
• Be respectful, tolerant and understanding of
others.
We look forward to working with you to provide an
education of the highest quality for your child.
Welcome to the Middle Years.

Daniel Milner
Vice Principal & Head of Senior School
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Introduction

Jerudong International School is an academically selective school that follows the British International School system. We
are accredited as a British School Overseas (BSO), an IB World School and a HMC School. Our schooling goes from Nursery
(2 years turning 3 years) through to the final school year which is Year 13. Our school year is from late August to early July.
At present we have about 1680 students from 55 nationalities.
The Junior School is Nursery - Year 6. The Senior School (Years 7-13) has approximately 1100 children. Years 7-9 are known
as the Middle Years. Class sizes in the Middle Years are usually a maximum of 20 children. JIS has approximately 400
students in Middle Years.

Our Campus
The School is situated on an extensive 120 acre single campus with ‘Outstanding’ facilities. The campus is divided into ‘zones’
for different purposes e.g. Junior School, Boarding Village, Sports Complex, Outdoor Discovery area and a Middle Years
area so whilst the campus is extensive, it is not daunting for new students joining us. We work very hard to help students
settle and familiarise themselves with the campus. Our outstanding facilities include 27 science laboratories, specialists,
wifi, Performing Arts and languages.

Our Teachers
Our well qualified teachers are primarily from the UK. All employees of the School are safety checked and police screened
prior to employment. The average length of time that a teacher stays in JIS is 8 years! This means that we have a stable
teaching community who are invested in the students.

Academic Year Group Placement

JIS ACADEMIC YEAR GROUP PLACEMENT
*JIS reserves the right to change the number of classes based on numbers

A LEVEL
& IB

IGCSE

MIDDLE YEARS

Year Level

Date of Birth

Year 7

1 Sept '10 - 31 Aug '11

Year 8

1 Sept '09 - 31 Aug '10

Year 9

1 Sept '08 - 31 Aug '09

Year 10

1 Sept '07 - 31 Aug '08

Year 11

1 Sept '06 - 31 Aug '07

Year 12

1 Sept '05 - 31 Aug '06

Year 13

1 Sept '04 - 31 Aug '05

(11 - 12 years old)

(12 - 13 years old)
(13 - 14 years old)
(14 - 15 years old)

(15 - 16 years old)
(16 - 17 years old)

(17 - 18 years old)

No. of Students
132 students
154 students
132 students
154 students
182 students
180 students
190 students
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Home School Partnership
Parents and teachers together play an important role in educating children and need to support each other in order for their child
to be as successful as possible. We welcome parents into the school and appreciate all offers of help. Parents work alongside
staff and children in a variety of roles including student reading, assisting on school excursions and as leaders of Co-Curricular
Activities (CCAs). We approach parents to request help with specific tasks but we welcome any skills or expertise that parents
feel they can offer. The relationship between staff and parents is open and friendly.
We value good communication with parents and recognise the importance of keeping channels of communication open to ensure
all students have a positive and successful experience during their time in the Middle Years. Communication is regular and occurs
in formal situations such as Parent Meetings, Parent-Teacher Consultations, written reports and during informal situations such
as a brief chat at the end of the day. Teachers are happy to make an appointment to meet with parents, or speak on the phone, if
there are any specific concerns or questions concerning your child. The school also offers information directly to parents through
the Parent Portal on Firefly. Parents can access data on attendance, timetables and achievements as well electronic versions of
reports for their child. Firefly also offers a suite of information related to each Faculty, House, Year group and Subject area. You
can also follow us on a range of social media, including Twitter, Instagram, Youtube and Facebook.
Regular communication occurs between the School and parents on curriculum matters, forthcoming field trips and events.

The School Calendar
The school calendar is also posted on the school website: https://www.jerudonginternationalschool.com/school-life/calendar.

2022-23 Academic Year
•
•
•
•
•
•

Term 1: 30 August - 16 December 2022 (Mid term break: 24-28 October 2022)
End of Term holiday 17 December 2022 - 8 January 2023
Term 2: 10 January - 22 March 2023 (Mid term break: 23 January - 24 January 2023)
End of Term holiday 23 March - 10 April 2023
Term 3: 11 April - 7 July 2023 (Mid term break: 29 May - 2 June 2023)
School closes on 8 July 2023

Special Events on the School Calendar
Each year, a number of special events take place in the School. Students are able to pay a small amount to permit them to
wear non uniform. The money is given to a charity supported by the School. Due to CoViD social distancing rules at the time of
going to print, these events would be subject to the latest guidance from Brunei Ministry of Health and Ministry of Education.
Term 1					Term 2					Term 3
Peace Week				Book Week				Earth Week
Football Funday				Senior School Production			Fun Run
Senior School Play			
Maths Week				
JIS Squash Open
International Week			Netball Funday				Junior School Production
Rugby Festival				
Music Gala
In addition, the School hosts a number of Community Events which are open to the wider community in Brunei such as Football
Funday, Netball Funday and Family Fun Run. Performing Arts Productions take place in the School Theatre throughout the
school year. Detailed information about all of these events is sent to parents and also advertised on the school website and
social media as appropriate.
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The School Day
The School Day starts at 7.30am, Monday to Friday. We expect our children to be punctual and on site by 7.25am. School
finishes at 3pm for Senior Students, Monday - Thursday. It finishes at 11.45am on Friday. Co-curricular activities take place
before or after school. Some additional activities are also on offer at the weekends.

Sample Timetable
MONDAY

TUESDAY

6.40 - 7.25

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Early CCA

7.30 - 7.45

FRIDAY
6.40 - 7.25

Early CCA

7.30 - 8.25

Friday ONE

7.50 - 8.45

Period 1

Period 1

Period 1

Period 1

8.35 - 9.30

Period 2

8.50 - 9.45

Period 2

Period 2

Period 2

Period 2

9.30 - 9.45

BREAK

9.50 - 10.45

Period 3

10.50 - 11.45

Period 4

House Time

9.45 - 10.10

BREAK

10.10 - 11.05

Period 3

Period 3

Period 3

Period 3

11.10 - 12.05

Period 4

Period 4

Period 4

Period 4

LUNCH

12.05 - 13.05

(12.15 - 13.00 - Senior CCA)

13.05 - 14.00

Period 5

Period 5

Period 5

Period 5

14.00 - 15.00

Period 6

Period 6

Period 6

Period 6

15.10 - 15.55

CCA 1

16.00 - 16.45

CCA 2

16.50 - 17.35

Senior CCA 3

Attendance
Regular attendance at school is a key factor in ensuring your child’s academic success at school. Please ensure that your
child attends school as often as possible and arrives punctually at 7.25am. The attendance register is taken each morning
and also in each lesson. If your child is late to school it is important that you notify the Middle Years School office and your
child’s Tutor in order to update the register. If for any reason your child needs to be excused from PE lessons or other school
activities, it is important that they bring a letter of explanation and hand this to their Tutor or subject specialist. We strongly
discourage parents from taking their children on holidays during term time. This is likely to have a negative impact on their
educational development and may affect their final I/ GCSE examination results.

Co-Curricular Activities (CCA)
At JIS, we believe strongly in the education of the whole child and encourage them to make the most of all of the opportunities
available to them. Although academic work is important, education is not just about acquiring paper qualifications. Cocurricular activities provide the experience of being a team member, of communicating in a variety of circumstances and
of leading when that is appropriate. These are significant opportunities and they offer our students the chance to develop
personal skills and qualities which will stand them in great stead throughout their lives.
Our enrichment programme through co-curricular activities (CCA) offer students an opportunity to take part in a variety of
activities. The promotion of essential physical and personal skills such as communication, cooperation and problem solving
skills form the focus of the extensive Co-Curricular Activities programme. All activities are designed to excite and enthuse
students, encouraging them to willingly offer input, challenge their understanding and stretch their imagination. Each term
students make their selections based on the wide range of activities on offer. Students sign up by going to JIS School Buddy
link: https://jis.schoolsbuddy.net (Only available to students from their first day in school)
Students should not be on the premises after 5:00 pm, unless they attend Ugama lessons. They should be picked up promptly
at the end of the day or after a CCA or swimming lesson.
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Firefly Learning Platform
Firefly is our online learning platform that brings together students, teachers and parents.
It allows us to set homework, track progress and share resources.
Firefly makes it easy for students to access all the resources they need to stay organised
with their school work and homework. It helps students:
• Stay organised and submit work, from any device.
• Access learning resources from anywhere.
• Collaborate with teachers and peers.
Parents can also be involved with their son or daughter’s learning. They can:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check homework and timetables for their son or daughter.
Access their son / daughter’s School report online.
Engage with their son or daughter’s learning.
Access a large amount of general information about the Houses and subjects.
Access a ‘Parent Information’ section with lots of useful information e.g. Menus,
Access the ‘Events’ to find out what is happening in the School

Parents can access the Firefly Platform from their child’s first day in school.

Digital Learning
The School campus has full WiFi access and all students have access to the School’s network.
Students are given an account name and password for access. The School has an excellent
website which provides information about the school and its curriculum. The address of the
website is www.jerudonginternationalschool.com Once enrolled in the school, students have
access to Firefly - a learning portal. This is also used by parents and teachers, with different
permission levels. Parents can access personal information about their child as well as
detailed information about the curriculum and life in school behind the log in. Students use
chromebooks, desktop computers and other digital devices as part of their digital learning.
Each child in Middle Years is required to bring in their own Chromebook, fully charged and
ready to use daily. Chromebooks are popular in schools due to their reliability, functionality, and value. Chromebooks fill a new
space in technology; this space is between mobile options such as the iPad and the portable space anchored by traditional
laptops. The Chromebook needs little, if any, maintenance and has an excellent battery which should last much more than
a whole school day if fully charged. It is a web-based device so there is no need for downloading or installing software. The
way a Chromebook operates reduces the need for technical support. Student work on the Chromebook automatically saves
to the cloud and in particular the Google cloud. The minimum specification for Chromebooks are below:
11" non-touchscreen

4GB RAM

32GB eMMC storage

USB-C type power adapter

3 year warranty

10 hours battery life

Any computer is a tool to enhance learning – it does not replace the curriculum, but is used to provide new opportunities
for innovation. It will be up to each member of staff to determine how to incorporate Chromebooks into the curriculum. All
teachers have participated in training sessions and will receive ongoing professional development. If you would like to learn
more, here is a link to a Chromebooks User Guide: http://www.chromestory.com/chromebook-user-guide/
For the latest information, please visit our Chromebook page on the parent portal (https://jis.fireflycloud.asia/parentinformation-1/chromebooks-years-5-9). This is a public page and no logon is required.
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House System
All Senior School students (Years 7–13) are allocated to a 'House'. A ‘House’ is a community of up to 70 students. There are eight
girls’ Houses and eight boys’ Houses, with each House having a brother / sister House of the opposite gender. The House system
is in place to provide an avenue for pastoral care, competition and camaraderie amongst the students. Siblings of the same gender
are placed in the same House upon enrolment.
As Jerudong International School has a strong boarding community, four of these Houses are for boarding students and thus for
Boarding students, they actually live in their ‘House’ too! The remaining twelve Houses are for day students. Boarding Houses are
partnered with Day Houses which encourages Boarders and Day students to meet.
The Houses at JIS are named after birds native to Borneo. Students easily identify who is in their House by their individual house
ties and House T Shirts. A House Captain and Deputy Captain are selected for each House and they are assisted by other students
in different leadership positions, unique to each House. During the school year Polio Points are awarded for a variety of reasons
in line with the whole school aims. These can be demonstrated in lessons and in wider opportunities including competitions,
academic or personal achievement, sportsmanship, kindness and cooperation. At the end of the year the overall winning House
is presented with the House Trophy.
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The Head of the House is a teacher who is the Housemaster / Housemistress who has overall responsibility for the academic
and social development of the students in their House. The students are allocated into tutor groups for each House. The tutor
groups for students are split into Years 7–9 and Years 10–13. Each morning, Monday to Thursday, from 7.30 am–7.45 am,
students will attend tutor group where they will register for school but also have the opportunity to do a variety of activities
which may range from chatting with their tutor about a number of topics, planning for House events or having homework
diaries checked. Every Friday morning, there is a longer ‘House’ period from 7.30 am–8.25 am, known as FridayOne. During
FridayOne, House assemblies can be held or the students have the opportunity to go into greater depth for a number of
support issues such as coping with exams, academic life as well a life beyond the lessons that they have here at JIS.
The Houses provide a wonderful opportunity for many different activities. Every Thursday afternoon, after school, are House
sporting competitions e.g. football, netball, rugby and swimming—to name just a few! Once a week, other House activities
occur such as Lunchtime Music Performance, the ‘War of Words’—the House debating competition; Spelling Bee, ‘JIS Idol’;
House Quizzes—the list is endless! Every student becomes passionate about their House and supporting their friends
within their House. Parents are encouraged to develop a relationship with their child’s tutor and also the Housemaster or
Housemistress so that JIS and parents can work together to help each child fulfil their maximum potential.

Instrumental Music Tuition
Students can enrol in the School’s Instrumental Music Programme. Students receive tuition in an instrument of their choice
with a specialist music teacher. These lessons are scheduled during the school day. Individual and shared lessons are
available. Parents are able to hire instruments from the Music faculty. Fees for this programme are additional to the tuition
fees. For more information about this programme and the fee structure contact the Music secretary or the Head of Music
at music@jis.edu.bn.

Student Leadership
In addition to the House Leadership teams, students can nominate themselves to be on the Student Councils.
Years 7-9: There are Councils for Year 7, Year 8 and Year 9. There is also a Middle Years Council.
Years 10-13: There is an Upper Years Council for students in Years 10-13.
There are also a range of additional leadership opportunities in e.g. Food Committee and Co Curricular Activities (CCAs).

The Middle Years Council
The role of the Middle Years Council is to help create positive change within the Middle Years community. The Middle Years
Council aims to foster a shared ethos and a sense of community among the three years levels of the Middle Years by acting
as a voice for the students in the Middle Years. The Council plays a key part in helping students to transition to the school
and make everyone feel part of the Middle Years family.
How does the Middle Years Council work?
The Middle Years Council comprises Year 7, 8 and 9 Councils which meet once a week to discuss ways to improve aspects
of the school. The Middle Years Council is involved in many activities around the school, such as acting as ambassadors
by conducting school tours for visiting students and guests, organising social opportunities for the year groups as well as
supporting the Cambodia Project and other initiatives. The Middle Years Council also works closely with the Upper Years
Council liaison students to build a spirit of co-operation and to work on projects to benefit the student body
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Year 7 Middle Years Council (2021-22)

Year 8 Middle Years Council (2021-22)

Year 9 Middle Years Council (2021-22)
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The Polio Points Reward System
This is a student led initiative across the whole School. Polio Points
are earned by following the School Aims both in and out of lessons:
Communication, Engagement, Resilience, Thinking, Leadership and
Integration. A set of 6 polio points (one per school aim) is then used to
purchase a polio vaccine through UNICEF to help in the effort to contribute
to the worldwide eradication of the disease.
As a School, we want to encourage our students to do well and think of others too. Polio Points
empowers our students to make a difference to the lives of some of the most vulnerable communities in the world. Although
Polio Points is an external organisation (http://teaspoonsofchange.org/) the students at JIS have worked to adapt the idea
to fit the school aims and what they think will benefit the students as a system of rewards.
By this Scheme, our students improve the lives of other children around the world. Jerudong International School is very
grateful to Aetna International for their sponsorship of the Polio Points Scheme, enabling this to happen.

The Cambodia Project: Making a Difference
In addition to the Polio Points scheme, Middle Years students also support The Angkor Hospital for Children in Siem Reap
(started in 1999 by Friends without Borders). A Japanese photographer Kenro Izu visited and could not believe the level of
poverty and unnecessary deaths of young children as a result of the lack of basic hygiene, medicine or medical staff. He
envisaged a hospital for children that had first world standards, which would eventually be run by the Cambodians. JIS has
helped support this vision since 2009. The hospital provides free first world medical facilities and help to children of poor
families. They have doctors, specialists and nurses who come from all over the world to volunteer their services and has
now become a major teaching hospital for local people as well as running a number of clinics in remote rural areas.
We are proud to have been part of their journey and to witness the growth and development of this hospital. Students raise
funds throughout the year, and in the last week of the academic year, Senior School students (Years 7-13) can choose to
travel to Siem Reap to present a cheque. In addition to the fundraising support, students also undertake further service
projects whilst in Siem Reap, working with NGOs such as Caring for Cambodia, (Food for Thought Breakfast programme)
and the Community Family First Organisation. We also collect donations of essential goods to help students in local primary
schools. We actively support sustainable tourism in our choice of accommodation, the activities and the restaurants we eat
at, to support local business and enterprise.
This project and annual trip embody our core values of Challenge yourself, Inspire others and Respect for all and embrace the
school’s Aims of Leadership, Integration, Thinking, Engagement, Resilience & Communication. It is a showcase of the School’s
effort to support the Global Sustainable goals and to embed education for sustainability in our curriculum.

Excursions and Trips
An integral part of the education in the School is the range of field trips and excursions which students experience. These
excursions broaden a student’s understanding of work that is being covered in class in a practical and enjoyable way. The
continued challenges due to Covid restrictions regarding international travel has meant that we are continually reevaluating
the excursions and field trips. We have worked hard to develop excellent opportunitieswithin Brunei to ensure all our children
can still experience a truly holistic educational experience..
Year 7 - Residential Trip to Temburong (2 nights)
Year 8 - Residential Trip to Miri (4 nights)
Year 9 - Humanities Trip to Singapore (5 nights)
Years 10-13 - a range of trips linked to subjects and / or CCAs e.g International Award (Duke of Edinburgh), Cambodia Project.
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The Health Centre
JIS has a well equipped Health Centre with a team of Nurses led by the Head Nurse. As well as treating any child who has an
accident or feels unwell during the school day, the Health Centre also are involved in the well being of children.

Illness or Accidents
It is important that the emergency contact information given to the school is current. This allows us to make the necessary
arrangements when children are taken ill during the day. The school should be informed of any disabilities or medical problems
that are cause for concern. A list of children and relevant health issues is put on the school Intranet for whole school reference.
Please let us know immediately if your child is unwell and inform us of any medical diagnosis that may result in the spread
of an illness to other students or staff. If it is something that can be passed on to others, keep your child at home. If they are
recovering from an illness and are not able to take part in Physical Education lessons, inform us by letter.
In the event of a minor accident or sickness, children are taken to the nurse in the Health Centre and given first aid and
made comfortable until they are able to return to class. They are given a note by the nurse detailing any action taken. If
an injury causes us concern or hospital treatment is required we first seek the advice of the nurse and then make every
effort to contact a parent or the listed emergency contact as soon as possible. Where this is not possible we will make
arrangements to accompany and transport children to hospital and seek further medical advice. If appropriate the services
of an ambulance will be used.

Medication
No form of medication can be given during the day without consultation with the nurse. Staff are not allowed to give out
medication or tablets with the exception of children who require inhalers to control their asthma. Instructions in this case
need to be in writing to the class teacher with details of times and dosages. If medication other than this is required, parents
are asked to see the nurse before school with instructions. The medication should be marked with the child’s name, class
and time of administration.

Sun Safety
Students must use sun protection (and
insect repellant) on exposed skin if they
are outside for an extended time. School
hats are worn outside and students are
encouraged to make use of available shade.
All classrooms have a supply of sunscreen
for the children to use. All students must
have a hat which they wear at break and
lunchtimes. We operate a ‘No Hat, No Play’
policy for students wishing to play sports
on the school fields.

CoVID IN BRUNEI
The School Principal, Leadership Team and School Health Centre work very closely with the Brunei Ministry of Health and
Ministry of Education to follow all government health and vaccination protocols for the safety of our community. As this is
regularly updated, any parent who would like further information should contact the Admissions Team: admissions@jis.edu.bn
The Ministry of Health also has a website in English with the very latest information about Brunei: http://www.moh.gov.bn/
SitePages/COVID-19.aspx.
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SCHOOL UNIFORM - SENIOR SCHOOL (YEARS 7-13)
JIS believes that a clear uniform policy plays a valuable role in contributing to the school ethos. We expect all who attend
JIS to have a high standard of appearance whilst wearing school uniform inside or outside of school.
At any time that students wear school uniform they are representing the school and must wear the appropriate uniform in
the appropriate manner. It is important that the school uniform is worn correctly. The uniform is available for purchase from
the on site Stationery and Uniform shop.
Roles and Responsibilities
•
The Principal and School Leadership Team are responsible for ensuring the policy is followed.
•
Housemasters, Housemistresses and Tutors are responsible for checking uniform daily.
•
School staff, including teaching and support staff, are responsible for ensuring that the policy and procedures are
followed and consistently and fairly applied.
•
Parents and carers are responsible for ensuring that their son or daughter wears the correct uniform inside and outside
of school.
•
Students are expected to take full responsibility for their own appearance and will be made fully aware of the school
policy, procedures and expectations.
The Head of Senior School will judge if a student is inappropriately presented and on occasion may send a student home
to return properly dressed.
Parents should check with the Housemaster or Housemistress if they have any doubt about the suitability of items of clothing
they intend to buy for students to wear in school.
Boys
• White JIS collar shirt with short sleeves or long sleeves. Shirts should be sufficiently long in the tails not to come
untucked from trousers.
• School tie – House Tie (Years 7 - 13) or maroon JIS School tie (Years 12 and 13).
• Loosely hanging navy blue long tailored JIS trousers only. Tight fitted trousers are not allowed.
• Belt – plain style; either dark blue, black or brown in colour.
• Socks should be plain and of dark colour.
• Underwear should not be visible.
• Black polished shoes in leather or imitation leather. Laces and stitching must be black. Training shoes, suede shoes
and boots are not allowed. No coloured flashes, labels or logos.
• Only official JIS jumper or cardigan may be worn in and around school over shirts.
• Hair should be neat and clean. Extreme styles or garishly coloured hair is not allowed. Hair should not touch the shoulders.
Hair should not obscure the eyes.
• No jewellery or makeup should be worn. Tattoos, earrings and earstuds are forbidden (unless for religious or cultural
reasons).
• No facial hair may be grown unless it is for religious reasons, whereby written permission should be obtained from the
Principal.
• Coloured contacts are acceptable so long as they are of a natural colour (green, blue, brown etc.). Contacts of unnatural
colours e.g. red or purple are not allowed.
• Headphones and earbuds should not be worn around school.
Girls
• White JIS collar shirt with short sleeves or long sleeves.
• School tie – House Tie (Years 7 - 11), maroon JIS School tie (Years 12 and 13).
• JIS Tartan skirt. There is a choice of two lengths – either below the knee or ankle length.
• Socks should be plain and of dark colour.
• Black sturdy shoes in leather or imitation leather with flat heels. Laces and stitching must be black. Training shoes,
suede shoes and boots are not allowed. No coloured flashes, labels or logos.
• Underwear should not be visible.
• Only official JIS jumpers or cardigans may be worn in and around school over shirts.
• Hair colour must be natural and style must be appropriate (at the discretion of the school) for school (no unnatural
highlights or multi tone colouring). Religious headscarves must be white or black.
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• Make up should not be worn by girls in Years 7 to 11. Nail varnish should not be worn by students in Years 7 to 11. Year
12 & 13 girls may wear subtle/natural nail varnish. False nails should not be worn.			
• Coloured contacts are acceptable so long as they are of a natural colour (green, blue, brown etc.). Contacts of unnatural
colours e.g. red or purple are not allowed.
• Headphones and earbuds should not be worn around school.
Physical Education Uniform (Boys and Girls)
JIS white and maroon dri-fit t-shirt (long or short sleeves).
JIS maroon dri-fit shorts or JIS maroon dri-fit track pants.
Appropriate footwear for the sports activity e.g. trainers, football boots etc.
PE Kit
PE kit can only be worn to school if students have PE Period 1. On Friday no student should be coming to school in PE kit
unless permission has been given by the Housemaster/Housemistress. Students should (on most occasions) change out
of PE kit at the end of PE lessons.
Non Uniform Days
Clothes should be worn that are appropriate for a school environment. Shoulders and midriffs should be covered and shorts
or skirts should be of an appropriate length. Logos on clothes should be non-offensive.

Safeguarding Children
The health, safety and well-being of every child at Jerudong International School is our prime concern. We listen to our students
and take seriously what they tell us. Our aim is that children will enjoy their time as students in this school. We also want to
work in partnership with our parents to help each child to achieve their full potential and make a positive contribution. The
school has a Child Protection Policy in line with this for the safety of all. This Child Protection Policy is available to parents
on our Firefly Parent Portal. If you are at all worried about the welfare, health or safety of a child please speak to the school
counsellors or your child’s Housemistress / Housemaster or Head of Senior School.

Food @ JIS
JIS is committed to providing the whole school community with a modern, healthy menu and dining experience. We are
constantly working on ways we can improve the food offered in our school canteens. Our aims are always to focus on freshly
prepared food with great variety that is both nutritious, delicious and attractive.
Students in Years 7 - 11 eat their snacks and lunch at the ‘Borneo Pasar’ Canteen.
Students in Years 12 & 13 eat their snacks and lunch at the ‘Hornbill’ Canteen.
We have two halal certified caterers - Serikandi and Grazestar who both operate in these canteens. They offer a varied and
extensive range of items served from different kiosks. They can cater for any special diets requested and daily vegan / glutenfree and vegetarian hot meals are available.
The variety each day includes:
• A hot food station (Western and
Asian choices)
• Salad bar
• Pasta station
• Sushi and rice boxes

•
•
•
•

Live carving station
Make your own sandwiches
Fajitas station
Live grilling

•
•
•
•

Wholemeal cookies and fruit muffins
Fresh fruit slices and juices
Grilled cheese sandwiches
All food purchases are offered with
a free salad pot
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Parents can view the menus on the Firefly parent portal and can meals can be pre-ordered. Students purchase food using
credit on their Campus Card account. For Boarders, a daily credit value is automatically added. For day students, parents
can add credit by paying cash to Accounts or paying online. Parents can also set a daily limit for their child. All menu items
are available for pre-ordering via the online Campus Card account. Daily menus are available via Firefly. The Firefly food
pages also have monthly updates of new items added to the menus.
There is an active food committee open to all Senior School students for food tasting and feedback sessions are held during
lunch times each term.
The School is committed to recycling / reusing and reducing waste and so we encourage parents to provide their children
with a container to collect their lunch. Students will also bring their own water bottles and fill them using the water fountains.
Water jugs and beakers are also available in the Borneo Pasar Canteen and Hornbill Canteen.

Parent ID Passes and Car Pass
All parents are issued with a security ID Pass and also a car pass which allows them to access the school campus. Parents
are required to wear their Parent Pass when on the school campus.

School Library
Children in Years 7-11 will visit the School Library as part of their school curriculum. However, JIS parents are welcome to
register as Community Borrowers. This will allow parents to borrow books for their own personal enjoyment or/and to borrow
additional books for their children. Parents are welcome to visit the library 7.30am - 8am each morning (Monday - Friday)
and 3pm - 4pm (Monday - Thursday).

Ugama
Ugama is the study of Islam. It is taught in the Malay language (Bahasa Melayu) and is compulsory for all Bruneian Muslim
students. Classes commence at 3.00pm for Bruneian Muslim students in Years 2 - 8 on Monday to Thursday and 2.45pm on
Fridays. Please contact ugama@jis.edu.bn for more information.
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Middle Years Curriculum
The JIS Middle Years curriculum is based on the National Curriculum of England but is specifically determined by the needs of
the students who attend JIS. It is enriched by an emphasis on the relevance of the cultural, religious and geographical context
of Brunei, achievement in the performing arts and sport as well as an expectation of awareness for important global issues.
The Middle Years aims to facilitate the cognitive development of students. This is characterised by a concentration on the
acquisition of basic skills in language, literacy, numeracy and information technology. We also look to develop the skills of
conceptualisation, analysis, reasoning and the application of basic skills over a wider range of experience. In this way, students
can begin to appreciate the wider world and begin to develop notions of their place within it and their contribution to it.
As a result, the key elements in this phase of the curriculum are:
• Continuing emphasis on the development of basic skills, building toward a successful transition to I/GCSE.
• Continuing emphasis on assessment for learning techniques.
• Focusing on the development of higher order thinking skills through appropriately challenging work—specifically
through extensive use of Socratic questioning and targeted use of Philosophy for Children.
• Encouraging the development of independent thought, not only by teaching and learning opportunities but also by an
increasing amount of extra curricular and wider school initiatives.

Middle Years Curriculum Statement
All students are entitled to an appropriate curriculum that is broad, balanced, differentiated, rigorous and relevant to student
needs. In addition to their academic progress this will cater for their creative, social, physical, emotional, moral and spiritual
development.

Broad
The Middle Years curriculum is broad in that it offers all the subjects required as part of the UK National Curriculum with an
enriched performing arts, sporting and extensive extra-curricular provision.

Balanced
In Years 7 and 8, all students are taught Humanities (History and Geography), Arts, Science and Technology with crosscurricular links between them. In Year 9 the students are given the opportunity to specialise in their chosen creative and
language subjects as well as studying Physics, Chemistry and Biology as individual sciences for the first time. As a result,
students should have a well-rounded educational experience with enhanced cultural, sporting and language provision.

Differentiated and Rigorous
Throughout the Middle Years, students are placed in mixed ability teaching groups. However, setting takes place in Mathematics
during Years 7, 8 and 9. Year 7 - 9 are placed in teaching bands. Each English band will consist of three or four mainstream
classes and one E2 class (English as a Second language class). E2 classes will be taught by a specialist EAL teacher.
Students in need of specialist help are identified and facilities and specialised teaching are made available to them after
consultation with their parents. These groups tend to be categorized as Learning Support groups or Language Support groups.
Although a different style of delivery may be found within each teaching group throughout the Middle Years, the delivery to
each group will be characterised by its rigour and the high expectations by staff of their students.
The holistic education provided by the academic curriculum, the FridayOne curriculum, enrichment opportunities and cocurricular activities aims to ensure that all students develop academically, creatively, socially, physically, emotionally, morally
and spiritually whilst they are within the Middle Years. This approach ensures the foundations for success at I/GCSE are
developed before the students reach Year 10.
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Extending The Curriculum Through Enrichment And
Co-Curricular Opportunities
To broaden the experiences offered to the children and to enhance the development of their skills and understanding, a
variety of other opportunities are planned within the academic year. These include Enrichment Days (such as Language Days,
Science Day or History Day), Peace Week, International Week, Earth Week, Book Week and Shakespeare Week.
There are also a number of key co-curricular activities available to students. These include the Middle Years Production,
Orchestra, Choir, Outdoor Education, Middle Years MUN and a wide variety of sports (refer to PE Curriculum and Games
Curriculum).

Learning Support
The Learning Support Faculty provides support for students who may have additional learning needs. Learning Support
Tutors provide some in class support in the core subjects. Students may also receive small group withdrawal to enhance
their basic skills in literacy, mathematics and organisation. Handwriting and reading intervention programmes are offered
where needed. These may take place before school or at lunchtimes. The provision offered by the Faculty is flexible and is
dependent on the needs of the individual and the needs of the cohort.

Digital Learning
Digital learning is key to ensuring that every student gets the most out of their JIS learning experience. Our policy of anytime,
anywhere learning has lead to students using a prescribed digital devices to access the sitewide Wifi. For Years 7-9, each
student is required to have a Chromebook.
This easy access to technology provides many opportunities to assist our students organisational and planning skills. By
using their device to access Firefly, our live planner, they will have up to date information regarding assembly, CCA, House,
and sporting arrangements. They will also have quick access to their lesson timetable and can easily email teachers for
help and advice.
Students are expected to behave responsibly with technology and once they have been given a login name and password they
are expected to read and complete the ICT Acceptable Use Policy form to ensure that they use these facilities in accordance
with the school’s terms and conditions. Parents are also required to sign this form. This form, combined with our internet
filters helps us keep students protected and safe.
Students entering the Middle Years will also benefit from initial training in the use of Google and their devices. Student Digital
leaders in each House and the PSHE programme will support students with the more difficult elements of using the internet,
i.e. navigating the internet safely and what to do should you feel you are being bullied online.
We are extremely lucky, the facilities within our school allow us to use some of the latest digital content in our classrooms
and learning spaces making for exciting lessons and engaging learning environments. Our digital goal at JIS is to use this
technology to communicate clearly, collaborate with each other, think critically and be creative.

Homework Policy
Introduction
Homework is one component of the holistic education of a child. Homework can help to foster the positive development of
motivation, curiosity, and confidence. It can contribute toward building responsibility, self-discipline, and life-long learning
habits. Homework can also provide opportunities to deepen understanding. However, co-curricular activities are also an
essential part of the holistic education of a child, as are activities outside of school and family experiences.
Given the busy lives of our students we need to maintain a healthy balance between academic development, commitment
to co-curricular activities and a busy home and family life. We believe that there should be Core Homework tasks that every
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child should be able to complete on the evenings of Monday to Friday. In addition there should be Extension Homework
tasks that children may explore if their curiosity and love of learning so drives them. The purpose of each is explained below.
Core Homework
• To prepare for a concept or a unit that will be studied in the future.
• To provide opportunity to integrate newly learned concepts and skills with prior learning.
• To provide practice or reinforcement for what students have learned in the classroom.
• To provide independent practice and reinforcement of proper study habits taught in school.
• To provide opportunity for increasing self-direction, time-management, and independence through extended project
work.
• To finish off work that has not been completed in class.
Extension Homework Tasks
To elaborate, enrich, and/or extend the understanding of a student through self-inquiry and self-application.
Reading
All students should read for approximately 30 minutes each night. This should be at least one or two chapters.
Homework in Year 7 & 8
English

One to two homework tasks

approximately 60 minutes / week

Maths

A number of short homework tasks

approximately 60 minutes / week

Sciences

One homework task

approximately 40 minutes / week

Languages

One homework task per language

approximately 20 minutes / week

History

One homework task

approximately 60 minutes / fortnight

Geography

Extended homework tasks

approximately 4 week units

Art & Design, Design & Technology, Drama, Computing, Music and PE are not scheduled to set homework in Year 7 and 8.
Homework may, however, be set on occasion, but this will be infrequent. These subjects are very much based on skills and
there are numerous opportunities for students to develop their skills and creativity through the co-curricular opportunities
within School. Whilst involvement through co-curricular opportunities is encouraged, if students are not directly involved
in a co-curricular capacity, we hope that students will attend and support concerts, exhibitions, shows and sports fixtures.
Homework in Year 9
English

One or two homework tasks

approximately 60 minutes / week

Maths

A number of short homework tasks

approximately 60 minutes / week

Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
Geography and History

One homework task per subject

approximately 30 minutes / week

Languages

One homework task

approximately 45 minutes / week

Option Topics (Art & Design,
Design & Technology options,
Drama, Computing and Music

One homework task

approximately 30 minutes / week

Note: Apart from Mathematics homework, all students will be given a minimum of two nights to complete homework tasks.

Academic Monitoring Of Students
Teachers will use a variety of formative and summative assessment techniques to assess the progress of students and to
inform teaching and learning. Assessment data is used to inform setting decisions in subjects such as Mathematics and
English, as well as to identify students in need of support or extension. Housemasters/ Housemistresses liaise with their
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tutors to ensure that there is an ongoing system of monitoring as part of the pastoral system. Tutors are in daily contact
with students.

Internal exams
In the Middle Years we hold annual exams in most subjects during Term 3. Most exams will take place during the week prior
to the Term 3 half-term holiday, usually in May.
The internal exams are formal assessments that measure what all children can do when they are asked the same questions.
For all Middle Years students assessments will be conducted for English, Geography, History, Languages, Mathematics and
Science. Those subjects that are not tested are practical subjects within which an assessment task is better carried out over
a few weeks or intermittently throughout the year, i.e. Art, Drama, Music, Design & Technology, Computing.
The purpose of the exams is to provide staff, students and parents with information about the extent and quality of learning.
Such feedback will identify areas of strength and weakness in each subject. Students will also gain experience of working
under exam conditions and practise answering the type of questions set in external exams. Such familiarity will improve
exam techniques. The scripts will be returned and discussed with each individual in class.
The exams will act as only one piece of assessment amongst many others that have been completed during the academic
year. All the assessment tasks will contribute to the end of year course grade which will be recorded on the final report.
Students who have enrolled during the academic year may sit a specially prepared exam or they may sit the same exam as
other students in their year group. Subject teachers will explain to students the policy adopted by their faculty.

English, Maths, Science And Humanities
As the core subjects in the Middle Years at JIS, the curriculum’s of these subjects focus on the core skills of literacy, numeracy,
speaking and listening as well as the development of ICT skills. However, all subjects play their part in the development of
these core skills.
Whilst JIS is a selective school with the majority of its students being of above average ability, teaching and learning will
be differentiated to meet the needs of all students whether through the provision of extra support or through appropriate
extension and challenge.

Languages
JIS is faced with the challenge of providing a curriculum that includes both a first language subject (Bahasa Melayu) and
foreign language subjects (Foreign Language Malay, Foreign Language Mandarin, Foreign Language French, Foreign
Language Spanish). Given the additional complexity of having a very high proportion of students for whom English is an
Additional language (EAL), there are various options for how the total language provision may be established for a student.
In total, four one-hour lessons are allocated each week to the development of Languages. The combinations available are:
• Bahasa Melayu - This course is taught for all four lessons. This recognises the fact that it is a first language course and
that it is essential for a C grade to be achieved at O-level for Bruneian students to have access to educational scholarships.
• Foreign Languages - Students choose two languages (one Asian Language and one European Language), each of which
will be studied for two lessons per week.
• English as an Additional Language (EAL)
- Students who have EAL needs may study one foreign language for two hours and then attend a Language Support
class for two hours.
- Students who have significant EAL needs may attend an English Language Support class for four hours.
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Optional Subjects in Year 9
In Year 9, students complement the core subjects by selecting two more from the list below. This choice is made in Year 8.
A wide variety of creative subjects are on offer as we strongly believe that the study of such subjects is a necessary part of
a holistic education.
Some students may also choose to take a second foreign language. This choice should be made in conjunction with the
student’s language teacher. It is expected that these students will have displayed a strong aptitude for the study of languages
and will be achieving high grades in their current chosen language.

Creative Subjects

Languages*

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Art and Design
Computing
Design and Technology: Food & Nutrition
Design and Technology: Product Design
Design and Technology: Textiles
Drama
Music

Bahasa Melayu
Chinese (Mandarin) - First Language Speakers
Foreign Language Malay
Foreign Language Chinese (Mandarin)
Foreign Language French
Foreign Language Spanish

*For French and Spanish, please note the IGCSE course starts in Year 9 (over 3 years), therefore, students should not be changing
languages at the end of Year 9.

Year 9 students study these
core subjects:

In addition, students choose
2 optional subjects:

CORE SUBJECTS

OPTIONAL SUBJECTS

• English Language

• Art & Design

• English Literature

• Computing

• Mathematics

• Design & Technology:

• Biology
• Chemistry
• Physics
• Physical Education
- Non Exam

• Language
- Chinese, French, Malay or Spanish
- Bruneian Students - Bahasa Melayu

• Geography
• History

- Food and Nutrition

• Design & Technology:
- Product Design

• Design & Technology:
- Textiles

• Drama
• Music
• Language
- Chinese, French, Malay or Spanish
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Middle Years Curriculum Diagram
Years 7 and 8: Lessons per week

Year 9: Lessons per week
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Assessment and Reporting
Each student’s work is marked and reported using grades. A grade describes the standard of work or the degree of attainment
in a subject. The following grading scale is used in Jerudong International School:
Grade

A*

A

B

C

D

E

Mark

100-90

89-80

79-70

69-60

59-50

49 & below

Students receive regular reports throughout the academic year. Teachers are asked to report on attainment as well as
organisational skills and attitude to learning. Parents are also invited to attend meetings with their child’s teachers and/or
tutor to discuss their progress.

Middle Years Report Key
Teachers consider Organisation for Learning and Attitude to Learning when grading your child:

Organisation for Learning

Attitude to Learning

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Being equipped for their lesson;
Remembering their exercise book;
Submitting their homework on time;
Preparing themselves to work effectively in class; and
Being punctual to each of their lessons.

Communication in whole class and group situations;
Inquiring about the work being studied;
Independently completely work;
Reflecting on their own learning; and
Showing an interest beyond the curriculum.

Both Organisation for Learning and Attitude to Learning are measured as follows:
Excellent

Consistently meeting all the targets on the list. A superb achievement.

Good

Meeting most of the targets on the list. There may be one area that needs to be focused on to improve.

Satisfactory

Meeting some of the targets on the list. There are areas that could be improved.

Unsatisfactory

Meeting few targets from the list. There are many areas that need improvement and
this is a concern.

Poor

Making little or no effort to succeed in the areas listed. This is a cause for serious
concern.
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If a student receives a number of unsatisfactory or poor effort grades, parents will be contacted by the Housemaster
or Housemistress of their child.

Year 7 Reporting Process
Following feedback from students, parents and teachers a new reporting model has been adopted for Year 7 students. The
model used increases the level of contact between school and home and focuses on the study skills we believe are essential
to foster student achievement at the end of Year 7, and beyond.
• September - A 'Meet the Tutor' evening . This is an opportunity to meet the tutor who will be the main contact between
school and home over the time your child is in the Middle Years (Year 7-9). A detailed explanation of the year's reporting
schedule and description of the grading structure will also be presented.
• December - A Parent-Tutor Evening. At this Evening, parents will receive a set of Attitude, Organisation and Achievement
grades from each teacher. This will be given to you by the Tutor who will explain the grades whilst providing holistic
feedback regarding your child's first term in Year 7. The tutor will also discuss, and agree with you and your child, a set
of targets moving forward that will have the greatest impact on your child's progress during Term 2 and 3.
• February - A Parent-Teacher Evening. At this evening, parents will receive a full set of grades from each teacher and
have an opportunity to discuss them with the subject teachers. The Targets set in December with the Tutor will also be
reviewed by the subject teachers.
• June - A full written report.

Year 8 & 9 Reporting Process
• October - 'Meet the Tutor' evening. You will receive a set of Attitude, Organisation and Achievement grades from each teacher.
• December - A full written report. A Parent-Tutor Evening. At this Evening, parents will receive a set of Attitude, Organisation
and Achievement grades from each teacher. This will be given to you by the Tutor who will explain the grades whilst providing
holistic feedback regarding your child's first term in Years 8 & 9. The tutor will also discuss, and agree with you and your
child, a set of targets moving forward that will have the greatest impact on your child's progress during Term 2 and 3.
• February - A Parent-Teacher Evening. At this evening, parents will receive a full set of grades from each teacher and
have an opportunity to discuss them with the subject teachers. The Targets set in December with the Tutor will also be
reviewed by the subject teachers
• June - A full written report.
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ENGLISH (Years 7 and 8)
‘The English Faculty believe that their role as teachers is to promote a love of learning alongside a love of the English language
and its literature. In doing so, we aim to raise students’ awareness of the world around them by exploring the global richness
and diversity of English language and literature.’
English Department Handbook
To achieve this aim, students in the Middle Years undertake a number of units throughout the year.
Students study a range of literature including a novel, a play and poetry with the complexity of the text increasing for the
appropriate age and ability of students. In addition, they cover units that focus on different media, argumentative writing,
writing for newspapers and creative writing. For instance, a student in Year 7 may study a text such as ‘Skellig’ by David
Almond but will be expected to handle the more challenging ‘Animal Farm’ in Year 8. Non-Fiction texts in magazines and
newspapers as well as visual texts will also be covered. Oral work is a significant component of the course and students are
encouraged to debate in class as well as being given more formal opportunities to promote their oral ability. It is the intention
of the programme to foster an appreciation of literature as well as a steady improvement in written and spoken English.
A regular feature of both year levels is the promotion of reading through one lesson per fortnight being spent in the library.
This is an opportunity for students to interact with teachers and peers to discuss and choose appropriate age level texts.
A number of co-curricular activities are offered to students within the English Department. Students are encouraged to enter
Essay Writing competitions and in recent years JIS students have participated in The Commonwealth and FOBISIA short
story competitions as well as the COBIS Poetry competition. For the last two years, the FOBISIA short story competition
has been won by students from JIS and last year a student from JIS also won the COBIS poetry competition..

ENGLISH (Year 9)
Year 9 is an important year for consolidating essential literacy skills learnt in the Middle Years and for further developing an
appreciation of the way writers create meaning. We achieve this through our study of a wide variety of fiction and non-fiction
texts. In Year 9 we aim to provide firm foundations for the IGCSE Language and Literature courses by ensuring thorough
coverage of the three key areas for assessment: reading, writing and speaking and listening.

Assessment

Throughout the Middle Years, students in English are assessed in two key ways. During each unit of work, from Non-Fiction
and Media to each year’s Play Study, a standardised assessment is held. These assessments focus on the key skills
communicated in each unit, and have a ladder of progression across each year group. This allows teachers to gain a complete
picture of each student’s progress in key areas, both across the year and across the whole of the Middle Years. Additionally,
an end of year exam is held for each year group, which focuses on the key skills they have covered across the academic year.

ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE: SUPPORT IN
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
JIS is a wonderful mix of nationalities, cultures and languages and approximately two thirds of our students are on the way
to learning the English language. Some may be further along than others and have already acquired the academic English
they need for accessing the curriculum at JIS.
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English as an Additional Language (EAL, or sometimes called E2) students operate daily in at least two languages and this
adds significantly to their ‘thinking load’. In addition, learning the curriculum through an additional language while, at the
same time. encountering the new concepts and culture, is often a significant challenge.
It is therefore important that we pay attention to the acquisition and development of language skills.
The EAL provision is as follows:

Intensive Language
Programme (ILP)
• 11 lessons of withdrawal.
• Classes are very small, often on
a one-to-one with a dedicated ILP
teacher.
• For beginners only

Language Support

English and History* Curricula
in an E2 classroom

• Students get extra English lessons • Students are taught the same
content as E1 students but in a
to support their development of
differentiated, more EAL focused
English, as well as help in accessing
environment.
the language in their other
academic work.

*E2 History is for Years 7 and 8 only.

Language Support in the Middle Years:
Introduction
The EAL Faculty provides special assistance to students who are deemed to require more help in building English proficiency.
The aim is to help students cope with the language demands of their various subjects. In Years 7 and 8, depending on degree
of need, students can be invited to take Language Support on one or both of the timetable language lines. Language Support
works in tandem with parallel English and History and as proficiency improves, students first exit Language Support, thenwhen the time is right- move into mainstream English and History.

Approach
• The language support provision is available at all year levels within the school. Students work in small groups, receiving
help with the language aspects of their subjects, for example, through the use of glossaries and learning the conventions
of writing genres typical of certain subject areas.
• Teachers are available to students as a ‘language resource’ to help them clarify assignment tasks and coursework requirements,
and assist in the development of strategies to meet the language demands of subject- derived reading and writing tasks.
• Language Support teachers write a report which features an effort grade and comments on students’ progress, effort
and motivation.

MATHEMATICS (Years 7, 8 and 9)
Scheme of Work

In Year 7, 8 and 9 we follow the Kangaroo Maths scheme of work. Fundamental to this scheme of work is the idea that
“pupils who grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged through being offered rich and sophisticated problems before any
acceleration through new content.” The course structure can be found on the Parent Portal 'Firefly' under Maths Curriculum.

Mental arithmetic & 10 Quick Questions

In term 1 of Year 7 each week students are given a ‘Quick Quiz’ consisting of 10 questions containing current and past topics.
They are given feedback on topic areas to improve for the following week.

Numeracy Ninjas

We run the Numeracy Ninjas course in the first five minutes of every lesson in Year 7 (after term 1) and year 8. This course
is designed to help students’ with basic mental calculation strategies and also to empower them with the numeracy skills
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and fluency required to fully enjoy Mathematics. One of the key ideas of the course is that of ‘growth mindset’ - i.e. that
through regular practice, students can improve their numerical fluency. Consequently they will become more confident
Mathematicians and be able to access higher order concepts more easily. For further information about Numeracy Ninjas,
please have a look at their website, which is publically available.

Homework

Students in Year 7 to 9 are expected to complete short, regular tasks after most lessons. These tasks are not expected
to take more than 15 minutes. The idea behind this is to give students small amounts of regular practice which is key to
mathematical learning. These homework tasks could be a progress-check, a BAM (Building a Mathematician) task, a Maths
Challenge question, memorisation task (e.g. learn times tables, square numbers, prime numbers or key vocabulary) or any
other activity their teacher might choose. The progress check homework tasks and BAM homework tasks are given to
students in one booklet at the start of each term.

Progress Check homework
These are short review homework tasks designed to help students prepare for their progress-check in class. These are
designed to help students regularly review key concepts from the year so far.
Build a Mathematician (BAM) homework tasks and Indicators
These are thirteen tasks based on specific key indicators for the Kangaroo Maths Course. These are spread throughout the year.
The 13 BAM indicators listed below represent the minimum expected outcomes by the end of each year. They are considered
to be critical in developing conceptual understanding and essential for pupils to make further progress in subsequent years.
Year 7 BAM Indicators
1. Multiply and divide numbers with up to three decimal places by 10, 100, and 1000
2. Use long division to divide numbers up to four digits by a two-digit number
3. Use simple formulae expressed in words
4. Generate and describe linear number sequences
5. Use simple ratio to compare quantities
6. Write a fraction in its lowest terms by cancelling common factors
7. Add and subtract fractions and mixed numbers with different denominators
8. Multiply pairs of fractions in simple cases
9. Find percentages of quantities
10. Solve missing angle problems involving triangles, quadrilaterals, angles at a point and angles on a straight line
11. Calculate the volume of cubes and cuboids
12. Use coordinates in all four quadrants
13. Calculate and interpret the mean as an average of a set of discrete data
Year 8 BAM Indicators
1. Use positive integer powers and associated real roots
2. Apply the four operations with decimal numbers
3. Write a quantity as a fraction or percentage of another
4. Use multiplicative reasoning to interpret percentage change
5. Add, subtract, multiply and divide with fractions and mixed numbers
6. Check calculations using approximation, estimation or inverse operations
7. Simplify and manipulate expressions by collecting like terms
8. Simplify and manipulate expressions by multiplying a single term over a bracket
9. Substitute numbers into formulae
10. Solve linear equations in one unknown
11. Understand and use lines parallel to the axes, y = x and y = -x
12. Calculate surface area of cubes and cuboids
13. Understand and use geometric notation for labelling angles, lengths, equal lengths and parallel lines
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Year 9 BAM Indicators
1. Apply the four operations with negative numbers
2. Convert numbers into standard form and vice versa
3. Apply the multiplication, division and power laws of indices
4. Convert between terminating decimals and fractions
5. Find a relevant multiplier when solving problems involving proportion
6. Solve problems involving percentage change, including original value problems
7. Factorise an expression by taking out common factors
8. Change the subject of a formula when two steps are required
9. Find and use the nth term for a linear sequence
10. Solve linear equations with unknowns on both sides
11. Plot and interpret graphs of linear functions
12. Apply the formulae for circumference and area of a circle
13. Calculate theoretical probabilities for single events
Maths Challenge Questions
These are interesting, varied problems which require more lateral thinking. These are great for developing problem solving
skills as well as preparing students for our exciting UKMT and sprint maths competitions. The expectation is that students
aim to complete at least one of the bronze, silver or gold level questions in the allocated time - or more if they choose! The
focus is on clearly explained methods rather than just the final answer.

Assessment

Students are assessed throughout the year, using information from their class work, homework tasks, Numeracy Ninjas,
investigations, progress checks and review tests. When we give our students’ their summative grades, they are based on
a combination of all of these factors.

Review Tests and Progress Checks
There are three to four review tests in Year 7, 8 and 9. These are spread throughout the year and include the end of year
test. Progress checks are more regular, short assessments designed to help students regularly review their learning. Each
progress check has a homework associated with it to help students prepare for it.

Investigations

Mathematical investigations are an integral part to the Year 7-9 curriculum. As well as being extremely enjoyable and
engaging, Mathematical investigations also expose students to the idea of problem-solving. It is important to give students
the opportunity to tackle open-ended tasks that require a systematic approach in order to solve them. These are designed
to not only develop curiosity about Maths, but also to offer students of all abilities the opportunity to improve their problem
solving skills. These tasks are simple to start with, but offer great scope for students to formulate more general solutions to
the initial problems and to apply their algebra skills in context. Students will complete several investigations during Y7, 8 and 9.

Opportunities for Enrichment

There are many opportunities for Maths outside the curriculum at JIS. There is an extra curricular Maths club every week
where fun puzzles are investigated, and training for both internal (Sprint Maths) and external (UKMT) competitions takes
place. And of course, we run Maths Week every year during which we promote all sorts of fun and exciting Mathematics and
problem solving. We hope your child learns to love and appreciate Mathematics during their time with us in Years 7, 8 and 9.
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SCIENCE (Years 7 and 8)
Introduction

The aim of Middle Years Science at JIS is for students to develop an understanding of what it means to ‘be a scientist’. This
is not just in preparation for specific units of the IGCSE, A Level and IB Diploma Science courses, but with the intention of
developing and enhancing the fascination and excitement many young people feel about the natural world. Our students
are encouraged to recognise the power of rational explanation and develop curiosity about natural phenomena. The aim is
that all students should leave Middle Years thinking as scientists and not just people who know some science.
In dedicated purpose-built and superbly resourced laboratories, Middle Years Science is an exciting, hands on, investigative
subject in which students find out for themselves answers to the big questions about the natural world through rigorous
practical investigation and creative kinaesthetic activities. Studying Biology, Chemistry and Physics in an integrated Science
curriculum, students learn the importance of carrying out valid experiments to produce reliable data from which conclusions
and theories can be derived, and further investigations can be suggested.

Skills and Knowledge

Throughout the Middle Years Science curriculum, we expect students to develop practical skills and thinking skills so that
they can apply the knowledge they gain to solve problems. They will plan and carry out scientific enquiries, analyse their
data, communicate their findings and solve problems.

Each topic has a set of Knowledge Learning Objectives which are very closely matched to a progressive set of Skills Learning
Objectives. These objectives focus on 12 key command words (show, describe, outline, predict, discuss, explain, calculate,
suggest, estimate, evaluate, compare, and justify), and form the basis of every lesson.
In Middle Years Science students will be encouraged to:
• Ask scientific questions, some of which can be answered through practical investigation.
• Make observations and apply to scientific investigations.
• Seek and identify patterns and relate these to patterns perceived earlier.
• Design and carry out experiments to test their explanations of patterns and observations.
• Communicate verbally, mathematically and in writing what they have carried out and discovered and to use the
language of science.
• Interpret written and other material.
• Acquire scientific knowledge and understanding and relate this to their investigations and unfamiliar problems.
• Handle equipment safely and effectively.
• Bring their knowledge to bear in attempting to solve technological problems.
• Develop interests, attitudes and aesthetic awareness.

Assessment

Formative assessment is regularly applied and teachers work hard to ensure that students make progress in the development
of skills and understanding. Summative assessment takes place in the form of written and practical assessments towards
the end of each term, with an end of year examination which covers the content of the whole year.
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Curriculum Overview

The experiences selected for the students, within science, are such that they show the children the practical relevance of
Science to everyday life and the possible technological and social consequences of Science in a world outside of the laboratory.

Year 7
TERM 1
• Classification & Relationships in
Ecosystems
• Cells
• Plant Lifecycles

TERM 2
• Particle Theory
• Magnetism

TERM 3
• Electricity
• Reproduction

Year 8
TERM 1
• Forms of energy & energy transfer
• Periodic Table and chemical
reactions
• Balanced Diet

TERM 2
• The Digestive System, including
Acids and Alkalis.
• Breathing & Respiration

TERM 3
• Light
• Pregnancy & Birth

Cross-Curricular Links

The nature of Science means that it naturally has very close links with Mathematics, Geography and Design and Technology.
However, there are links with many other areas of the curriculum beyond this. The Middle Years thematic and problem solving
approach to science brings different subjects together, allowing the students to apply their scientific understanding to solve
problems set by other subject departments.

SCIENCE (Year 9)
In the Year 9 Science course we aim to develop the students’ understanding of core scientific concepts. In addition, important
experimental skills and techniques are taught and then practised frequently. Our aim is to provide a variety of stimulating
experiences and prepare all students for IGCSE study in the Sciences in Years 10 and 11. Each student has three teachers; one
each for Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Students spend three lessons per fortnight with each teacher. This ensures students
are taught by subject specialists. All Year 9 Science lessons will occur in specialist laboratories designed for this purpose.

Biology

The Year 9 Biology course contains elements that we believe will best prepare them for the rigours of the IGCSE course.
These can be broken down into three key components:
Biological content: This will form the theoretical basis for further periods of study, and will provide a strong platform upon
which to begin the IGCSE course. Vital Biological concepts are taught including, Cell theory, Ecology, Health and Lifecycles.
These are delivered in a range of styles and formats, and use realistic applications that are modern and relevant .
Scientific skills: Our students must become proficient practical scientists, and they have ample opportunities to develop
the skills that will be needed in their ongoing education. These skills range from analysing and constructing graphical data,
to microscopy and dissection. This also includes the use of a wide variety of technologies, such as data logging tools and
presentation software.
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Critical Thinking: The Biology course includes many occasions where simply remembering things will not suffice. Our
students will need to be able to critique and form arguments about issues relating to Biology. The course includes critical
inquiry, as well as the opportunity for debate, reflection and group consolidation of the topics we teach. This encourages
our students to be confident and collaborative thinkers, as well as knowledgeable Biologists.

Chemistry

The focus of Chemistry in Year 9 at JIS is the study of the concepts that underpin the subject. This is done by delving into
the history of the subject, by experimenting in various ways to enhance an appreciation and enjoyment for the subject and
by preparing students for specific units of the IGCSE, A Level and IB Diploma Chemistry courses.
In summary, the aims of the Year 9 Chemistry course are:
•
To encourage critical thinking amongst students so that they can question, analyse, discuss and reach conclusions.
•
To nurture an appreciation for Chemistry as part of the scientific world.
•
To become more familiar with laboratory techniques and build the confidence to embark on further study in this field.
Chemistry is delivered to the Year 9 students by a dedicated, well resourced Chemistry department which includes highly
qualified, enthusiastic teachers. Teaching takes place in seven Chemistry laboratories that are fully equipped with the latest
apparatus and modern, advanced teaching/education tools.

Curriculum Overview

The Year 9 curriculum is broadly divided into three separate topics:
BUILDING BLOCKS OF MATTER
• the particle theory of matter
• atoms, molecules, elements,
compounds, mixtures
• symbols, formulae & equations

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY
•
•
•
•

types of chemical reactions
Separation techniques
Chemical tests
Reactivity series and chemical
electricity

RATES OF REACTIONS
•
•
•
•
•

introduction to rates of reaction
the effect of concentration
the effect of surface area
the effect of temperature
the effect of a catalyst

Skills and Knowledge

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Make observations.
Work together, listening to and evaluating the contributions of others, reaching shared conclusions.
Use existing knowledge and understanding to interpret and explain results.
Use theories and models to explain observations.
Share and discuss ideas that theories are based on experimental data.
Understand that sometimes new evidence results in changes to theories.
Acquire scientific knowledge and understanding and relate this to investigations and unfamiliar problems.
Learn and become more adept with laboratory techniques.
Handle equipment safely and effectively.
Understand which factors affect the rates of chemical reactions.
Use the kinetic theory to explain why such factors affect the rates of chemical reactions.
Apply new knowledge to practical applications.

Physics

‘How Science Works’ is an integral part of the course. The course is designed to allow students to build their practical skills,
which will be essential to their success at IGCSE level, whilst laying a substantial foundation to their understanding of a
number of core Physics concepts.
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The Physics course covers 5 separate modules:
•

Electricity and Magnetism

•

Measurements

•

Oscillations

•

Energy

•

Forces, Floating & Sinking

An outline of the content covered in each module can be found below.

Module Content
ELECTRICITY AND
MAGNETISM
•

Circuit diagrams

•

Building circuits

•

What is current?

•

Series and parallel

•

•

•

circuit rules
•

Batteries

•

Magnets (attraction

•

and repulsion)
•

FORCES, FLOATING
AND SINKING

MEASUREMENTS
How to design a successful

•

Forces

The Physics

•

Types of energy

•

Friction

of a simple

•

Thermal energy

How to conduct an experiment •

Air resistance

pendulum

•

Heat transfer

How to collect data (drawing

•

Density

tables)

•

Upthrust

How to analyse data (graphical •

•

•

ENERGY

experiment

•

Oscillating

by conduction,

motion

convection and

Floating and sinking

analysis techniques)

Electromagnetism.

OSCILLATIONS

radiation
•

How to evaluate experimental

Gravitational
potential energy

results
•

How to identify and estimate
uncertainties in experimental
work.

GEOGRAPHY
Geography teaches you about people, society and the Earth. It helps you to understand the relationships between people
and the environment and bridges the social sciences and the earth sciences. Geography encompasses many themes and
issues that allow students to develop a wide range of subject knowledge as well as essential skills that can be used in other
areas of learning. Our main aim is to foster a sense of wonder about the variety of places and the complexity of the world.

Year 7
The topics studied are:
• Sustainable School
• Rainforests
• Are we living in the Asian Century?
• Tourism
• Climate Change
• The Geography of Crime

Year 8
The topics studied are:
• Africa
• Alternative Energy
• Development
• Caves
• Geography of Food

Year 9
The topics studied are:
• Ocean Rescue
• Gender Inequality
• How Globalised is Brunei
• The Geography of Disease
• Oceania and Obesity

HISTORY
Everything that you are today and everything that the world is today, is the product of the past. To understand our world,
therefore, we must study the past. We want to know why things have changed and what things have stayed the same. History
involves asking questions, analysing and evaluating evidence and communicating your findings logically and persuasively
on paper and orally; ultimately, History is about us – it is the story of the human past, of people like us in very different
circumstances. Trying to understand those people, their lives and their ideas is the essence of History.
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Year 7
Topics studied in Year 7 will include:
• Historical skills-Brunei Enquiry,
including a visit to Kota Batu
• Tollund Man
• The Romans
• Castles, knights and Crusades.
• Life in the Middle Ages: Baghdad
and England, the Black Death

Year 8
Topics studied in Year 8 will include:
• The Aztecs
• Pirates and Privateers
• The Slave trade
• The Industrial Revolution
• Jack the Ripper

Year 9
The Year 9 History course builds on the
concepts and continues the big historical
stories covered in Years 7 and 8.
• Significant events of the twentieth
century
• WW2 in SouthEast Asia
• Crime and punishment through time.
• Influential Leaders: Gandhi, Mandela
and Sukarno

Assessment in Geography and History

Assessments are completed in a variety of ways to allow all students the chance to gain good results in ways that suit them.
Most take place as end of topic/unit tests, extended home-work tasks and oral presentations. Some require students to
revise in their own time whereas others allow the students to prepare within class and at home before producing a final
piece of work. These assessments are designed to allow students to think creatively so as to prepare them for challenges
ahead at IGCSE and beyond. A selection of assessments are completed by all teaching groups and the results of these are
tracked throughout the year.

Trips in Humanities

In Humanities we believe that education should not just be confined to the classroom and that educational visits play a big
role in teaching students about Geography and History. We run several visits throughout the Middle Years.

These include:

Year 7
•

Year 8

A Humanities trip to the Kota Batu • A whole year group Humanities trip
to Niah Caves (When international
Archaeological Park and Malay
travel is permissible)
Heritage Centre

Year 9
• A Humanities trip to Singapore
(When international travel is
permissible)
• Cultural trip to Tutong
• A Geography trip to Berakas beach

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Introduction

The Middle Years physical education curriculum involves learning physical literacy through a variety of exciting activities.
A range of teaching strategies and methods will be used to facilitate student learning, empowering them and encouraging
them to become owners of their own learning. During this time students will participate in a number of team and individual
activities through structured practice, in cooperative, competitive and small-sided game-like situations, studying both rules
and tactics. There is a strong emphasis placed on the development of knowledge and understanding, movement composition,
performance application, personal engagement, and social skills. One of the main aims is to enable and encourage students
to develop a lifelong commitment to physical activity, and expand the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to lead an
active, healthy and safe lifestyle.
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Curriculum Overview

Middle Years Physical Education consists of two Physical Education lessons per week. The course covers a range of activities
delivered by qualified physical education specialists. Physical Education activities include swimming, health related fitness,
net and wall games, skill related fitness and striking and fielding.

Assessment

Continuous assessment guides instruction throughout each activity. Activity-specific assessment ladders are used to record
attainment and progress towards the end of each unit. This information is then employed to allow targeted differentiation
for the following unit or year. Students are taught in single gender mixed ability groups. Our Physical Education lessons also
aim to build key social skills and we ensure students have a key skill focus each activity rotation. These key skills include
resilience, self management, integrity, self motivation, responsibility, communication, collaboration, empathy, motivating
others, innovation and evaluation.

Kit and non-participation involvement

Students should always arrive with the correct and appropriate kit for their Physical Education lesson, even if they are unable
to take part. If they are medically excused, then there are many ways in which they can still learn and contribute towards
the learning of others.

Approaches to learning

The Physical Education staff will use a wide variety of methods, strategies, cross-curricular links and tasks to foster learning.
Learning often occurs in reciprocal pairs or students are asked to problem solve in small groups. Students are encouraged to
assume different roles within a sporting context, such as officiating or coaching. The use of ICT technologies by the teacher
and/or student to provide more effective and easily repeated demonstrations and as an analysis / self-analysis tool is also
becoming commonplace in Middle Years physical education lessons.

GAMES
Introduction

The aim of the Games program is to offer a broad and balanced range of activities which will give the students the skills,
knowledge and experience necessary to enjoy competitive team sport. The variety of activities includes basketball, ultimate
frisbee, softball, handball, dodgeball, athletics, football, netball, volleyball and touch rugby.
All students will explore the role that team games have to play in creating a collegiate, social environment that will foster
enthusiasm in the students towards maintaining a healthy and active lifestyle, both now and in the future. Participation in
sport and competition helps to build key social skills. These key skills include resilience, self management, integrity, self
motivation, responsibility, communication, collaboration, empathy, motivating others, innovation and evaluation.
It is important that a positive experience is had whether it is by way of the activity being fun, aesthetically pleasing or through
individuals, groups or teams tasting success in a competitive environment.

Aims of the Physical Education programme

The Physical Education programme for the Middle Years is designed with certain objectives in mind. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To encourage an enjoyment of physical activity that will develop into a lifelong commitment.
To develop an understanding of health related fitness so that they can have more control over their own fitness.
To develop specific skills and encourage students to transfer and apply these skills within a variety of physical activities.
To enhance the student’s understanding of the rules and tactics used in a variety of physical activities.
To empower students to make safe and healthy choices.
To develop a sense of fair play and tolerance for difference.
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Kit and non-participation involvement

Students should always arrive with the correct and appropriate kit for their Physical Education lesson, even if they are unable
to take part. If they are medically excused, then there are many ways in which they can still learn and contribute towards
the learning of others.

Co-Curricular (CCA) Links

The Physical Education programme and CCA programme have a symbiotic relationship that together will hopefully allow
every student access to sport, while also fostering excellence in those who want to pursue it. The CCA programme has a wide
range of sporting activities; some of which support and build on the physical education and games programme, and others
that allow students to develop their skills in other sporting areas. The CCA programme includes activities where students can
participate purely for recreational purposes, to try out new activities or train more seriously towards representative success.

House Competitions

Within the school, there are a wide range of House competitions in all the major sports, and academic areas. Many of the
Middle Years House competitions will be incorporated into the Games programme, primarily as the culminating event that
will celebrate the students’ learning for that particular unit. In addition there are a few other House competitions that take
place outside of the Games programme.
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The pastoral system at Jerudong International School (JIS) is unique and focuses solely on providing the most comprehensive support network for our students as possible.
is a time for students to integrate, participate in House events
and seize opportunities for leadership and personal challenge. Students are defined not only by the content they learn at JIS
but also the relationships they build and it is essential we guarantee time for these bonds to develop. Every Friday morning
the students have an hour of the week that is set aside as pastoral time and falls under three central strands: House time,
Tutor time and Lifeskills.
House time gives the Housemasters/mistresses (HsMs) of our 16 Houses the opportunity to create shared experiences for
the students in their care. These activities strengthen the strong feeling of community at JIS of which we are so proud and
allow students to get to know one another and make friends across all year groups. The HsMs create a programme for the
students to learn the key house values and grow as individuals.
Tutor time allows focused time for tutors and students to meet to discuss academic progress and plan strategic interventions. The tutor is the first step towards solving the small issues that can impede a student’s academic progress. A strong
bond within a tutor group offers one of the most important layers of pastoral support here at JIS.
Lastly, Lifeskills at JIS aims to equip each student with the knowledge, self-understanding and social, emotional and intellectual skills necessary to live a healthy, safe and well-balanced life and to achieve their full potential both at JIS and in
later years. A well designed Lifeskills programme can be a powerful tool in helping students overcome problems and the
JIS Lifeskills programme draws on established practices, but has been tailored to reflect the exact demands of the students
living in a Bruneian and international school context. It aims to give the students an awareness of the need for balance in
life and the impact that neglect of one area, such as physical or emotional health, can have on their performance in other
areas, including academic success.
Whilst it is considered important to make students aware of the risks associated with harmful practices, the Lifeskills curriculum at JIS takes a positive, preventative approach, aimed at empowering students with the self-awareness and emotional
resilience required to confront the challenges of life.
Lifeskills is organised around three strands that have been chosen through consultation with the HsMs and the students
themselves. They cover the three key focuses of physical health, emotional health and intellectual health. In the Middle Years
(Year 7-9) these strands are labelled Friendships, Healthy Living and Emotional Resilience. In the Upper Years (Year 10-13)
the same values are continued but delivered through Relationships, Global Citizenship and Mental Health. In Year 12 we
have embedded the Higher Education programme into
. In Year 13 the students embark upon a course entirely
focused on their departure from JIS and, for many of them, a move to university in a different country other than their own.
With this in mind the students go through a series of sessions focused on preparing for Independent Living.
At JIS we are committed to educating the whole child and consider

to be the most important hour of the week.
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CORE SUBJECTS: YEARS 7 & 8
SUBJECT OPTIONS: YEAR 9
ART & DESIGN (Years 7 and 8)
Introduction

In Art & Design, students explore visual, tactile and other sensory experiences to communicate ideas and meanings. They
work with traditional and new media, developing confidence, competence, imagination and creativity. They learn to appreciate
and value images and artefacts across times and cultures, and to understand the contexts in which they were made. In Art
& Design, students reflect critically on their own and other people’s work, judging quality, value and meaning. They learn to
think and act as artists, craftspeople and designers, working creatively and intelligently.

Curriculum overview

The projects in Art & Design are varied: sometimes topic based, media led or inspired by research into the work of other artists.
During the Middle Years, students access an exciting range of art materials including painting and drawing, printmaking,
clay, mixed media and photography.

Key Concepts
The key concepts which underpin all art and design projects are cultural and critical understanding, creativity and competence.
• Creativity: Imaginative exploration of ideas and problem solving, including taking risks, learning from mistakes;
• Competence: Investigating, analysing, designing, making, reflecting and evaluating effectively. Making informed choices
about media, techniques and processes;
• Cultural understanding: Engaging with a range of images and artefacts from different contexts; recognising the varied
characteristics of different cultures and using them to inform their creating and making; understanding the role of the
artist, craftsperson and designer in a range of cultures, times and contexts.
• Critical understanding: exploring visual, tactile and other sensory qualities of their own and others’ work; engaging with
ideas, images and artefacts, and identifying how values and meanings are conveyed; developing their own views and
expressing reasoned judgements; analysing and reflecting on work from diverse contexts.

Key Skills and Processes
The essential skills and processes in art and design that students need to learn to make progress are as follows:
• Exploring and creating: Students draw to express ideas and feelings, develop ideas and intentions working from first hand
observation and other sources. They investigate how to realise ideas using formal elements and qualities of a range of
media. Students make purposeful images and artefacts selecting from a range of materials, techniques and processes.
• Understanding and evaluating: Students learn how codes and conventions are used to convey ideas and meanings in
different cultures and contexts. They use research and investigative skills appropriate to Art & Design and organise
their own material in appropriate forms. Students analyse, select and question critically, making reasoned choices when
developing personal work. They develop ideas and intentions when creating images and artefacts; reflect on and evaluate
their own and others’ work; adapt and refine their own work at all stages of the creative process.

Assessment

Students' work is assessed formatively on an ongoing basis. They usually receive interim grades for their project work and
then a summative grade at the end of each project. End of Unit Assessment sheets are given to students, indicating successes
as well as formative suggestions for future progress. Work is assessed based on the key skills and processes outlined above.

Co-curricular links

We encourage students to bring their personal interests into their project work where possible as well as making links to
whole school events. A number of art related CCAs are usually on offer as well as Enrichment Week Activities. These will vary
from term to term but have included things like photography, digital imaging, Street Art and mural painting amongst others.
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ART & DESIGN (Year 9)
Introduction

Art in Year 9 is structured to prepare students for their transition onto GCSE Art and with the increased lesson time, students
are able to produce work that goes into much greater depth within each project than in Year 8. The course provides students
with opportunities to further develop the skills gained in Year 7-8, but each unit will allow students explore and develop ideas
to greater depth.

Curriculum overview

During the year, students usually complete three extended projects focusing on some of the following media areas: painting
and drawing, sculpture, printmaking, mixed media and digital media.
Students work from a range of starting points, including other artists’ work, themes and issues as well as observation based
work. Students are expected to make decisions about their work with an increasing level of independence so that they are
able to create personal responses and develop their confidence when making artistic judgments. During the course, students
further develop their critical thinking skills when analysing artists’ work and are invited to make some choices about the
references they wish to make in support of their own work. Group work is also a feature of the Year 9 course, fostering
students development of teamworking skills as well as leadership skills.

Assessment

Assessment of Year 9 work is across the Key Skills and Processes outlined above (see Art in Years 7-8). Graded assessments
take place at the end of each project with constructive feedback also given regularly throughout the course.

Co-curricular links

We encourage students to bring their personal interests into their project work where possible as well as making links to
whole school events. A number of art related CCAs are usually on offer as well as Enrichment Week Activities. These will vary
from term to term but have included things like photography, digital imaging, Street Art and mural painting amongst others.

COMPUTING (Year 7, 8 and 9)
Introduction

Our curriculum is based upon the core strands of:
1. Computational Thinking and Problem-Solving;
2. Games Programming;
3. Physical Computing and Robotics;
4. Mobile Applications and the Internet
5. Data Organisation and Manipulation
It is based upon the UK National Curriculum for Computing (Key Stage 3). We make extensive use of Google Classroom to
manage resource distribution, and Google Drive for students' Digital Workbooks which give students full access to course
material, worksheets, online tutorials, and multimedia resources.
A high-quality computing education equips pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the
world. The core of computing is computer science, in which pupils are taught the principles of information and computation,
how digital systems work, and how to put this knowledge to use through programming. Building on this knowledge and
understanding, pupils are equipped to use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of content.
Computing also ensures that pupils become digitally literate – able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas
through, information and communication technology – at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants
in a digital world.
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Curriculum Overview
Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

7.0. Digital workspaces

8.0. Digital workspaces

9.0. Digital Workspaces

7.1. Think like a computer scientist

8.1.1. Data Representation

9.1. Computational Thinking with

7.2. Count like a computer scientist

8.1.2. Binary to decimal conversion

7.3. Bebras International Computational

8.2. Introduction to Programming in Python

9.2. Programming in Python

8.3. Modelling with

9.3. Codes, Ciphers and Communication

Spreadsheets and Python

9.4. Robotics with Vex IQ

8.2.3. HTML and CSS

9.5. Databases

Thinking Challenge
7.4. Making a Computer
Seem Intelligent
7.5. Decision-making robots
7.6. Building mobile apps

Turtle Graphics and Cargo-bot

9.6. Networking and the Internet
with Raspberry Pi

Skills and Knowledge

We aim to give students the skills they need to be able to:
• Understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms
and data representation;
• Analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing computer programs in order to
solve such problems;
• Evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to solve problems;
• Be responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication technology.

Assessment

Students receive verbal and written feedback on their work while they are completing the tasks in a module. These are formative
in nature, and focus upon what students can do to maximize the way their work addresses the learning objectives. Feedback
on their work is given via interactive teacher comments and the use of assessment rubrics in the Digital Workbooks and Google
Classroom feedback at the end of each topic.
Most units are assessed with a practical task and a written test. However, we also pay attention to the work the students complete
during class time, with observation of their skills and contribution.
There is an end of year internal theory exam in Year 9.
The remaining assessment is by students themselves, as they learn to reflect on, and evaluate critically, their own work, and that
of others.

Cross-Curricular Links

Students will use ICT/digital tools across the whole curriculum. We support other subjects and their ICT and Digital Learning needs
wherever we can. Computing has deep links with Mathematics, Science, and Design and Technology, and provides insights into
both natural and artificial systems. We also address the Sustainable Development Goals during the mini-hackathons in Y8. These
include Design Thinking skills, and Entrepreneurship.

Co-Curricular Links

Students are invited to take part in national and regional competitions such as the FOBISIA Creative Coding competition, and the
Brunei BICTA competition.
Students have an annual opportunity to compete in the BEBRAS international Computational Thinking Challenges which give
them the opportunity to evaluate their skills against other students across the world. This leads to a further invitation, for the top
students, to participate in the TCS Oxford Computing Challenge.
We also have opportunities for students to explore robotics, games programming and networks through the CCA and Activities
programme, using Raspberry Pi computers and VEX robotic kits.
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY (Years 7 and 8)
Introduction

Our facilities are excellent and continually developing. We monitor industrial developments that are relevant to our curriculum areas
and invest in new technology, whenever possible, to access modern techniques and ensure that we are providing our students
with as up to date design and manufacturing experiences as possible.

Curriculum overview

Our Middle Years projects focus on a range of material areas and cover Product Design, Food Technology, and Textiles; these
areas allow all students to experience working with a wide range of materials. The projects have been formulated specifically
to develop a range of practical skills, to provide experience of a range of materials and processes, to develop creativity through
problem solving and to promote effective communication of ideas and information. The projects follow on from Junior School
Design and Technology activities and lead into Year 9 Options, IGCSE, A Level or IB and beyond to degree level design courses
such as Architecture, Engineering and Product Design.

Skills and Knowledge

Design & Technology lessons are fun. Students work in a less formal environment where creativity, problem solving and
communication are the focus of our activities. Students take part in a series of ‘design and make’ projects during which each
student will be challenged to develop and manufacture a design of their own using newly taught skills and processes.

Assessment

Formative assessment occurs on a regular basis with summative assessment taking place at the end of each project. Each student
will complete four projects in a year covering a range of material areas. In each project students will be assessed on, analysis,
communication, creativity, technical skills and subject knowledge. This will involve a variety of tasks, some drawn, some written,
some practical and some digital. The assessment tasks in each project will allow students to continuously develop from previous
learning experiences.

Cross-curricular links

D&T can link into most areas of the curriculum and projects/ topics have a strong cross-curricular emphasis..

Co-curricular links

The staff of the D&T Faculty offer co-curricular activities all through the year which allow students to develop their passions and
interests across all D&T areas.

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY: FOOD AND NUTRITION (Year 9)
The Food and Nutrition course is aimed to develop the skills, knowledge and understanding of the science of food safety, health
and nutritional needs in a wide range of contexts and through on-going practical sessions. This will allow learners to gain essential
theoretical knowledge through investigating the function and chemical properties of ingredients, their sensory qualities and
analyze nutritional content. The practical sessions will support and ensure learning is a tactile experience. The course is based
on the balanced diet, good health and where food comes from. It covers the principles of nutrition, the five food groups and the
building of skills through extensive practical work and food science investigation.
Students are assessed on different skills: verbal, written, practical and theoretical knowledge.
Students are given the opportunity to make short presentations, work in groups on class debates, complete practical work, organise,
style and present final dishes. To demonstrate an ability to understand ingredients through food preparation, to plan, trial and test
their technical skills to create their own, new and innovative quality products safely and hygienically.
There is a lot of cooking involved and students are expected to bring their own ingredients in every other week.
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY: PRODUCT DESIGN (Year 9)
The Year 9 Product Design course concentrates on skill and knowledge development with a strong practical focus to prepare
students for their IGCSE design project and examinations. The year is divided into small projects which cover, understanding
materials, graphic design skills and manufacturing techniques including computer aided design and computer aided
manufacture (CAD/CAM) in conjunction with a range of hand tools and workshop machines. Assessment is carried out
through a series of modular projects.

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY: TEXTILES (Year 9)
The Textiles course in year 9 concentrates on developing relevant practical skills and knowledge. The course has a strong
practical focus and is delivered through modular project work concentrating on making and experimenting using materials
creatively, to produce desirable textile products. Each project will focus on a specific skill set, developing a breadth of
practical experience. Students are expected to discuss and present their work in a variety of forms. The projects will cover
the construction of fibres and fabrics, appropriate design skills and textiles manufacturing techniques including computer
aided design/manufacture, printmaking, pattern manipulation and sewing machine use. Assessment is carried out through
a series of modular projects. The course is designed to be an excellent foundation for students wishing to continue on to
further textiles courses such as GCSE and A Level.

DRAMA (Year 7 and 8)
Introduction & Skills

Drama lessons offer Middle Years students a different learning experience from any other subject. They will devise their own
work, study and learn plays and develop ‘lifelong’ skills that they can use for the rest of their lives. By working with others
towards a shared understanding of the dramatic material, students enjoy many and varied opportunities for the development
of interpersonal and leadership skills. They hone effective communication skills, learn to manage their time effectively and
problem solve.
During performance, students develop presentational skills, vital to their day to day lives now and in the future. Drama lessons
provide a safe space where students can experiment with their own sense of ‘self’; because there are no wrong answers,
creative risk taking is the primary expectation. Innovative solutions to the challenges posed by this stimulating course are
celebrated.

Curriculum overview

In Year 7 students are introduced to some of the basic skills required for Drama. They learn to listen, observe, focus and work
together, creating characters and scenes through different forms of devising. During the course of the year they produce
short devised pieces as well as working on scripted Drama. They also get the chance to experiment with props and costume.
In Term 2 students in Year 7 work towards a whole year production where they perform in a professional theatre, supported
by their teachers and a full technical team.
Year 8 students continue to apply the basic skills learnt in Year 7, building on these to create more developed characterisation
and longer, more sustained pieces of both devised theatre and script. Students learn how light and sound can enhance
performance. In Term 2 students in Year 8 work towards a whole year group production where every student is expected to
confidently deliver lines to an audience.

Assessment

Work is evaluated by teachers and peers in each lesson. Students learn to think analytically about their work and that of others
in both the rehearsal process and in performance. They are assessed using four different skill areas/ criterium: Responding,
Exploring, Performing and Evaluating.
Each term, marks are given more formally on the above criteria as well as for effort and organisation.
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Cross-curricular links

Cross-curricular links are frequent. Students are encouraged to turn to books, film and television and the internet for inspiration
when shaping dramatic material. They draw upon their artistic skills to design sets and their mathematical abilities to
determine sightlines. Every lesson, they play games, which combine cognitive reasoning with a degree of fitness. Nimble
bodies and agile minds reign supreme!

Co-curricular links

Middle Years involvement with the Musical and Play is very much encouraged. Many students were involved in the recent
productions of High School Musical and Sally Cotter and gained valuable experience as a result. Students are expected to
play important roles both on and backstage. Those with an interest in lighting and sound join the Tech Club, which meets
once a week and is led by the Technical Director of the Arts Centre. Also, each year there is the FOBISIA Drama Festival which
is open to Years 7 - 8 and is a fantastic chance to collaborate with other like-minded students from all over Asia.

DRAMA (Year 9)
In Year 9 students are given larger projects covering a range of different dramatic genres and forms, including Physical Theatre,
Theatre in Education, Devising and The History of Theatre. Performance skills are developed as are rehearsal strategies. The
course is invaluable in developing imaginative, collaborative and practical skills. As with all Drama lessons, the benefits to
the individual go far beyond the artistic; the subject offers constant opportunities to build self-esteem, confidence and selfexpression, as well as developing problem-solving and analytical skills.
In Year 9, Drama studies include:
•
•
•
•

improvisation and the language of theatre
interpretation of script
using range of stimuli to create and shape drama
the shaping of dramatic material

• live performance analysis
• use of dramatic conventions in structuring of
performance
• the careful crafting of character

MUSIC (Years 7 and 8)
Introduction

Middle Years Music lessons provide students with the opportunity to develop musicianship skills, have fun, be creative and
encourage confidence.

Curriculum Overview

The Year 7 curriculum covers a wide range of musical styles and skills. Topics include: Instrumental Carousel - keyboard, guitar,
ukulele, bass, voice and drums workshops culminating in band practice; Classical Music; Film Music; African Music; and a
Technology project manipulating loops. The curriculum enables students to develop their listening, analysing, composing,
technology and performing skills as an individual and as a member of an ensemble.
During Year 8, the Music curriculum has a focus on rock band ensemble performance and gives the opportunity for students
to work together towards class performances and recordings of their work. Students build on skills begun in Year 7 - playing
keyboard, guitar, bass guitar, drums and singing through learning a selection of pop songs, and songs of their choice. Two
modules of Music Technology are included in year 8, involving students editing and arranging live audio, loops and samples
to create their own compositions. The year culminates in a large-scale performance for JIS friends and family.

Skills

During lessons, students are encouraged to develop a variety of musical skills such as individual and ensemble performance
to an audience, listening and appraising, historical and social awareness, notation reading, working out music ‘by ear’ and
composing. Other skills developed in Music that can be transferred to other subjects include creative thinking, teamwork
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and organisation of time. ICT skills are supported by the use keyboards, mics, mixers and amps in rehearsal rooms and
computers in the iMac lab.

Assessment

Formative assessment takes place each lesson in the form of verbal feedback from staff. Peer evaluation is also a valuable
form of feedback used in lessons to encourage students to think critically about their own work and that of others. Students
are encouraged to set their own next step targets in order to move along their own development. Summative assessment
takes place at the end of each unit.

MUSIC (Year 9)
Year 9 Music builds on the skills learnt in Year 8 Music, and also prepares students who wish to take GCSE Music. At Year
9 all music students are advised to have professional private music lessons in their main performance instrument as solo
performance is a component of the course.

Curriculum Overview
Performance
• two solo and two ensemble performances during the year
• Year 9 performances, ‘Cupcake Recitals’, take place twice yearly and are open to an audience of JIS staff and students

Composition
• a wide range of music software programmes (MuseScore3, Sibelius)
• song writing
• introduction to improvisation

Music Theory
Theory, including intervals, chords, key signatures, musical term & symbols, is integrated into each unit of work in year 9
but can be supported and consolidated by using a wide range of apps:
• Apps such as Tenuto and Garageband
• Musition and Auralia software programme
• Focus on Sound

Listening and Music Appreciation specific projects
•
•
•
•
•

a detailed analysis of ‘Budapest’ by George Ezra
instruments of the orchestra
a study of folk rock with a focus on ‘Grace’ by Jeff Buckley
examine the use of EDM and sampling in ‘Why Does My Heart?’ by Moby
score reading based around ‘Peer Gynt’ by Grieg

An understanding of the elements of music - structure, melody, rhythm, texture, harmony/tonality, sonority, dynamics - are
infused throughout the course.

CO-CURRICULAR OPPORTUNITIES

A large number of co-curricular activities are offered by the Music department. These include Choirs, Bands After School,
Pass Your Grade 5 Theory, Sax Group, Clarinet Group, Jazz Band, Junior Windband, Foundation Strings, Concert Strings and
JIS Camerata. Students who take instrumental lessons are encouraged by their teachers to take part in these ensembles.
Students are given the chance to participate in a number of performance opportunities throughout the year including the
annual Music Gala, Peace Week and International Day performances, Curriculum Performances and end of term Ensemble
Recitals. A highly skilled band or orchestra provide live music for the senior musical each year. There is also a weekly lunchtime
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recital series running throughout the year. These total 25 to 30 recitals, sixteen of which are linked to the House system. In
this way we aim to give as many students as possible the opportunity to perform during their time at JIS.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC TUITION

Students can enrol in the school’s Instrumental Music programme. Students receive tuition in an instrument of their choice with
a specialist music teacher. These lessons are scheduled during the school day. Individual and shared lessons are available.
Parents are able to hire instruments from the Music faculty. Fees for this programme are additional to the tuition fees. For
more information about this programme and the fee structure contact the Music Secretary or Head of Music Performance
on 241 1000 (extension 5220/5214).

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
BAHASA MELAYU (YEARS 7 AND 8) For Native Speakers Only
Bahasa Melayu is the national language of Brunei Darussalam. Bahasa Melayu SPN21 is a first language programme designed
by the Curriculum Development Department, Ministry of Education, Brunei. The Bahasa Melayu SPN21 curriculum is intended
to be more responsive to the changes in the society and economy, and will lead students to life-long learning skills. It is
hoped that in learning the language, the students will appreciate more the richness and beauty of the Malay language and
culture and also embrace the Malay Islamic Monarchy (MIB) philosophy.
Our curriculum is based on the Bahasa Melayu SPN21 curriculum provided by the Curriculum Development Department,
Ministry of Education, Brunei. At the end of Year 8, students are encouraged to take the SPE (Student Progress Examination)
examination in Bahasa Melayu as private candidates.
The Bahasa Melayu curriculum in the Middle Years focuses on the communication skills that will enable students to participate,
interact and contribute actively to all learning activities, taking into account their abilities and needs.
Oral work is an important component of the programme and students are encouraged to participate actively in reading aloud
sessions, discussions and role plays. Besides teaching grammar, comprehension skills, essay writing skills, students will
be introduced to poetry, namely pantun and short syair. Jawi manuscripts will also be taught until Year 8. We hope to foster
the appreciation of poetry as well as preparing students for the rigours of Bahasa Melayu GCE O Level examination in the
final year of secondary education.
In addition to the recommended text and workbooks, Buku Teks Bahasa Melayu Negara Brunei Darussalam Tahun 7; Buku
Kerja Bahasa Melayu Negara Brunei Darussalam Tahun 7; Buku Teks Bahasa Melayu Negara Brunei Darussalam Tahun 8
and Buku Kerja Bahasa Melayu Negara Brunei Darussalam Tahun 8, we also use texts in magazines, newspapers, internet
as well as visual texts. Students are encouraged to keep abreast of current issues in Brunei as well as global issues through
a wider reading programme.
Formative assessment occurs on a regular basis with summative assessment taking place at the end of each unit. This
will involve a variety of tasks ranging from reading, listening to essay writing. Each of the assessment items build on from
previous learning experiences.
Although formal teaching is the norm, collaborative learning has its place in the programme. Pair work and group work allow
students to interact in a meaningful manner which also promote effective communication skills.
A number of extra-curricular activities are offered to students taking Bahasa Melayu. They are encouraged to enter Storytelling
and Essay Writing competitions organized by the Language and Literary Bureau, Brunei (DBP).
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BAHASA MELAYU (YEAR 9) For Native Speakers Only
This course is designed for students whose mother tongue is Malay and who wish to achieve the standard of Bahasa Melayu
GCE O Level in Year 11. Students learn how to communicate accurately, appropriately and effectively in Malay. They learn
how to deploy a wide-ranging vocabulary, use correct grammar, spelling, punctuation and sentence structures. They are
encouraged to read widely for enjoyment and to keep up with current issues integrated with the Malay Islamic Monarchy
(MIB) syllabus, especially local customs, traditions, practices and religion.
In addition, during this year the syllabus will focus more towards GCE O Level Examination. Hence, the content of the lesson
will be based on GCE O Level format including writing, reading, listening and speaking skills.
The assessment occurs based on formative assessment including weekly topical test and summative assessment termly
in-lined with GCE O Level Examination format.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE: MALAY (YEARS 7 AND 8)
Introduction

Languages are part of the cultural richness of our society and the world in which we live and work. Learning foreign languages
contributes to mutual understanding, a sense of global citizenship and personal fulfillment. Students learn to appreciate
different countries, cultures, communities and people. By making comparisons, they gain insight into their own culture and
society.
Malay is a major language in Southeast Asia. It is the national language of Malaysia, Brunei, one of four official languages
of Singapore and also widely used in South Thailand and the Philippines. Learning Malay in a Malay-speaking country gives
students more opportunities to develop their listening, speaking, reading and writing skills and to express themselves with
increasing confidence, independence and creativity. They explore the similarities and differences between Malay and English
and learn how language can be manipulated and applied in different ways. The development of communication skills, together
with understanding of the structure of language, social customs and culture, lay the foundations for future study of other
languages and support the development of literacy skills in students’ own languages.

Curriculum Overview

The aim of our MFL Malay curriculum is to promote linguistic, cognitive, social culture and affective development in Middle
Years students through learning Malay as a foreign language:
• Discover an alternative mode of expression, use of Malay language and can participate more fully in a multicultural society;
• Develop a better understanding of Malay culture, the diversity of cultures in Asia and students own cultures;
• Understand the link between language and culture;
• Develop better skills and strategies to learn Malay and students’ own languages

Year 7 Topics
•
•
•
•
•

Who Am I?
My family
My school
Food
Hari Raya Celebrations

Skills and Knowledge

Year 8 Topics
•
•
•
•
•

My House
Holiday
Health & wellbeing
Festivals
Wayang Kulit (The art of Shadow Puppet)

Students are fully involved in topic-based activities and tasks to develop all four areas of linguistic skills: aural, oral,
reading and writing. Throughout the various language learning programs, we ensure that students will:
• Be treated as individuals with their own needs, interests and capacities;
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Develop attitudes and skills that will promote further Malay language learning outside the school program;
Experience and use Malay language in various life-like contexts and genres for real purposes;
Develop an awareness of the role and nature of Malay language and culture;
Focus on Malay language features, skills and strategies which ease communication.

Assessment

Our assessment comprises topic-based vocabulary tests, oral presentations, role-play and end of unit tests including an end
of year examination. Classwork and homework are monitored regularly and students are expected to revise the vocabulary
list at least twice a week.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE: MALAY (Year 9)
This course is designed for students learning Malay as a foreign language. It is designed for students who have studied at
least one year of Malay and wish to achieve the standard of IGCSE Foreign Language Malay in Year 11. The aim is to develop
an ability to use the language effectively for purposes of practical communication and to develop a student's cultural
awareness of the Malay speaking world. This is not a course for Malay native speakers.
Students cover the following topics:
• Family
• Weekend Activities
• Holiday & Travel
• Celebrations

CHINESE - Mandarin (Years 7 and 8)
Nature of the learners

Students whose first language is Chinese and are beginning to develop their bilingual and bicultural identities as they learn
to live and interact with the Brunei community.

Course content

Students are immersed in Chinese, with the teacher using Chinese for instruction, explanation and interaction. Learners speak
and write in Chinese to express their own interests and describe and discuss their life experiences in diverse contexts. To
develop oracy and literacy, learners build metalinguistic awareness across both Chinese and English, identifying similarities
and differences in language systems and framing. Given the high value placed on recitals in Chinese Culture, students are likely
to have begun to develop this skill, and it should be further developed as part of their progress towards becoming high-level
users of Chinese in a range of contexts. Students consciously apply a working knowledge of Chinese language systems to their
language use in order to understand why they make certain choices in interactions and to access a wider range of written texts.

Course assessment

Students take two papers.
•
Paper 1: Grammar and Reading (50%) 1 hours
This comprises a series of questions and sub-questions requiring students to respond to Passage 1, a fiction text which
will be approximately 800 characters long and will be from either the twentieth or the twenty-first century. Students will
also need to answer various types of grammar type questions..
•
Paper 2: Writing (50%) 1 hours
Students answer one question, and students can choose one from each of the following sections: Descriptive/Narrative
Writing. Students are advised to write about 300-400 characters for each question.
Candidates can score the full range of grades from A*-G.
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CHINESE - Mandarin (Year 9)
Course content

This is a course in Chinese as a first language and is designed for learners whose mother tongue is Chinese leading to the IGCSE
First Language examination in Year 11. The course allows learners to:
•
Develop the ability to communicate clearly, accurately and effectively when writing
•
Learn how to use a wide range of vocabulary and correct grammar, character formation and punctuation
•
Develop a personal style and an awareness of the audience being addressed.

Course assessment

Students take two papers.
•
Paper 1: Reading, Directed Writing and Classical Chinese (50%) 2 hours 15 minutes
This comprises a series of questions and sub-questions requiring students to respond to Passage 1, a fiction text which will
be approximately 1000 characters long and will be from either the twentieth or the twenty-first century. Students will also
answer one compulsory question on two thematically linked nonfiction passages - Passage 2 and Passage 3, using their own
words to write a response of about 250-350 characters.
The last component of this paper is Classical Chinese. Students answer a series of questions about Passage 4, a previously
unseen passage of Classical Chinese text. The passage will be taken from a short story or essay from the Ming Dynasty and
will be about 200 characters in length.
•

Paper 2: Writing (50%) 2hours
Students answer two questions, one from each of the following sections: Argumentative/Discursive and Descriptive/Narrative
Writing. Students are advised to write about 400-600 characters for each section.

Candidates can score the full range of grades from A*-G.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE: CHINESE - Mandarin (Years 7 and 8)
Introduction

China has the longest continuing civilization in the world and Chinese is the language of about one fifth of the world’s population
over the centuries. Features of China’s civilization came to be transplanted throughout South-East Asia and today remain integral
parts of many cultures in the world. The study of Chinese provides the students with an opportunity to learn a language other than
English. This will contribute to developing an awareness of language use and help develop general language skills. At the same
time, students will be introduced to the culture and traditions of Chinese speakers and therefore be encouraged to appreciate the
diversity of the world.
The aim of Chinese language acquisition is to develop in students:
• Positive values and attitudes about the Chinese language, including appreciation of the cultural identity of speakers of
Chinese;
• Skills in communicating in Chinese;
• Socio-cultural understanding and knowledge of the Chinese language as a system.

Curriculum Overview

In Middle Years, the students represent the full spectrum of linguistic abilities in Mandarin, ranging from complete beginners to
those with some Chinese language background. Currently we offer Mandarin as a Foreign Language to students from Year 7 to
Year 8. It places a greater emphasis on aural and oral skills, and at the same time, develops reading and writing skills. It is essential
that students practice the skills learnt in the classroom daily within the wider Chinese community.
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Year 7 Topics
• Basic introduction
• Family and home
• Hobbies

Year 8 Topics
• School
• Food and drinks
• Holidays

Assessment

Students will be assessed for all four skills (speaking, listening, reading and writing) in Chinese language. Our assessment
comprises topic vocabulary test, oral presentation, end of unit test and an end of year examination. Classwork and homework
are monitored regularly. Students are expected to spend two or three times a week practicing characters and vocabulary.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE: CHINESE - Mandarin (Year 9)
This course is designed for students who have studied two to three years of Chinese as a foreign language (or who have
had an equivalent level of instruction) and who wish to achieve the standard of IGCSE Foreign Language Chinese in Year 11.
Students will study the following topics:
• All about me
• Where do you live
• Shopping
• Travel
The aim of this course is to develop the students’ language abilities for the purpose of practical communication and their
cultural awareness of the Mandarin speaking world, as well as to prepare them for further study of the IGCSE Foreign Language
Chinese course in Year 10 and Year 11.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE: FRENCH (Years 7 and 8)
Introduction

A substantial part of language learning in the Middle Years will consist in the building up of vocabulary. In addition,
grammatical structures and tenses will be taught as specified in the schemes of learning, according to the year group and
previous knowledge of French as well as individual ability. Recognition of language patterns and application of rules will
be encouraged at all times. In the case of less able students, examples of language patterns will be used as models for
producing accurate language.
The aim is to develop the students’ communication skills in the written and spoken forms as well as developing their
understanding of the language in reading and listening.

Curriculum Overview
Year 7 Topics
TERM 1: Myself and the people around me
TERM 2: At School
TERM 3: Hobbies

Skills and Knowledge

Year 8 Topics
TERM 1: Family Life
TERM 2: In Town
TERM 3: Revision of all Modules

Students in Year 7 will be either complete beginners or will have studied French before. Classes will be set accordingly,
with a higher set which will have the opportunity to consolidate vocabulary and grammar studied previously and applied in
different contexts.
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The majority of Year 8 students learning French will have been exposed to the language for at least one year. Students will
be set according to their ability in 3 different groups.

Homework

Year 7 and 8 students will be asked to complete a weekly task for 20 minutes. Additionally, in order to see more substantial
progress in their language learning, students should learn vocabulary on a regular basis by accessing the lists set by their
teachers on www.LanguagePerfect.com

Assessment

Students will be assessed formally every half term (approximately) through an End of Module Test paper which will inform
teachers on the students’ learning of the unit they have been studying. The test result will inform students and teachers on
performance in Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing skills. In addition, teachers will be setting regular vocabulary and
grammar tests in their lessons.

Cross-curricular links

Learning a language is not just about being able to communicate in a foreign language. It is also an opportunity to learn
more about a country’s culture and surroundings. There will therefore be many opportunities for students to be exposed to
facts about the History, Geography and Cultural Events of France for instance.
Students may be given the opportunity to establish a relationship with a French pen friend through email in the first place,
potentially leading to a trip to France in order for the initial virtual contact to develop into a very positive ‘meet in person
experience’, both from a learning and friendship perspective.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE: FRENCH (Year 9)
This course is designed for students who have studied at least one year of French and who wish to achieve the standard of
IGCSE Foreign Language French in Year 11.
Year 9 students will cover a third of the contents of the Cambridge IGCSE® and International Certificate resources which
have been recently published. They will therefore, in effect, start their IGCSE course in Year 9. Students will be in 3 classes
of different abilities, according to their past knowledge of French and/or success at their study of French in Year 8.

Topics
Term 1

•
•
•
•

Home Life
School Routine
Eating & Drinking
Health & Fitness

Term 2

•
•
•
•
•

Self, Family and Pets & Relationships
House & Home
Entertainment & Invitations
Eating Out
Festivals & Special Occasions

Term 3

•
•

Holiday: Getting Around
Accomodation

The aim of this course is to develop an ability to use the language effectively for the purpose of practical communication
and to develop a student’s cultural awareness of the French speaking world.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE: SPANISH (Years 7 and 8)
Introduction

A substantial part of language learning in the Middle Years will consist in the building up of vocabulary. In addition,
grammatical structures and tenses will be taught as specified in the schemes of learning, according to the year group and
previous knowledge of Spanish as well as individual ability.
Recognition of language patterns and application of rules will be encouraged at all times. In the case of less able students,
examples of language patterns will be used as models for producing accurate language.
The aim is to develop the students’ communication skills in the written and spoken forms as well as developing their
understanding of the language in reading and listening.

Curriculum Overview
Year 7 Topics

Year 8 Topics

Term 1

•
•

Talking about yourself
Hobbies

•
•

Holiday
Media

Term 2

•
•

School
My Family and Friends

•
•

Food
Going Out

Term 3

•

My City

•

Planning a Holiday

Skills and Knowledge

Year 7 students will be using the learning schemes of “Viva 1” which cover the very basics in terms of vocabulary and grammar.
Students will be in mixed ability groups initially.
The majority of Year 8 students learning Spanish will have been exposed to the language for at least one year. Students will
be following the schemes of the textbook called “Viva 2”. There will be a Foundation and a Higher class available.

Homework

Year 7 and 8 students will be asked to complete a weekly task for 20 minutes. In order to see substantial progress being
made in their language learning, students should also learn vocabulary on a regular basis by accessing the lists set by their
teachers on www.LanguagePerfect.com

Assessment

Students will be assessed formally every half term (approximately) through an End of Unit Test paper which will inform
teachers on the students’ learning of the unit they have been studying. The test result will inform students and teachers on
performance in Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing skills. In addition, teachers will be setting regular vocabulary and
grammar tests in their lessons.

Cross-curricular links

Learning a language is not just about being able to communicate in a foreign language. It is also an opportunity to learn
more about a country’s culture and surroundings. There will therefore be many opportunities for students to be exposed to
facts about the History, Geography and Cultural Events of the Spanish World for instance.
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Co-curricular links

Year 7 and 8 students should be given the opportunity or encouraged to establish a relationship with a Spanish speaking
pen friend, through email for instance.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE SPANISH (Year 9)
This course is designed for students who have very little or no knowledge of the Spanish language and who wish to achieve
the standard of IGCSE Foreign Language Spanish in Year 11. This is not a course for Spanish native speakers.

Curriculum Overview

The aim of this course is to develop an ability to use the language effectively for the purpose of practical communication
and to develop a student’s cultural awareness of the Spanish speaking world.
Year 9 students will cover a third of the contents of the Cambridge IGCSE® and International Certificate resources which
have been recently published. They will therefore, in effect, start their IGCSE in Year 9. Classes of two different levels will
run in parallel and set students according to previous knowledge of Spanish.

Term 1

•
•
•

Home
School
Health

Term 2

•
•

Relationships
Home life and leisure

Term 3

•
•

Eating out
Special occasions
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Enrolment Information
Admissions Policy

Jerudong International School is an academically selective
school. Applicants not suited to the broad academic
curriculum offered by the School are unlikely to be offered
a place. Limited special needs support is available. Support
is also given, where necessar y, to pupils whose first
language is not English. This may include the Intensive
Language Programme.
The academic year in JIS follows the British School system
which starts late August and ends early July. The long
holiday is taken in July and August. Consequently, students
are admitted according to a child’s age in the period 1
September - 31 August. The School operates a policy of
placing children in the year level according to their age
and it is only in exceptional circumstances that a child
would be permitted to be accelerated or held back from
their year level.

Application Process

The first stage in enrolling your child is to visit the
Admissions section of the School website:
www.jerudonginternationalschool.com
To complete the application process for each child you need
to fill out the online form on the school website. For the
online application, you must have an electronic copy of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

your child’s latest school report
a passport sized photograph
your child’s Bruneian identity card (IC) (if applicable)
your child’s birth certificate showing parents names
the information page of your child’s passport
both parents’ passport information page
both parents Bruneian identity card (IC) (if applicable).
B$200 Application Fee

It is important that all relevant questions are answered on
the application form, particularly about the extent of your
son or daughter’s tuition in an English medium school and
information about any special learning needs that your
child has (with accompanying reports and assessments).
Before you submit the online application, please carefully
read the terms and conditions of enrolment at Jerudong
International School.

There is a B$200 application fee to be paid when the
application is submitted. A receipt will be issued for you
to claim reimbursement of the application fee from your
employer (if applicable). Overseas applicants can arrange
a bank transfer or pay by credit card.
Any question? Email: admissions@jis.edu.bn

Assessment and Testing

The Vice Principal (Head of Senior School) and the Senior
Registrar assess each Senior School application. Students
are required to sit for entrance tests. If applying from
overseas, it may be possible to liaise with your child's
current school to arrange for them to take the tests.
Bruneian students are also required to sit a Bahasa
Melayu placement test. This is not part of the entrance
assessment for JIS but is to assist us in placing a student
in the correct Bahasa Melayu class if offered a place in JIS.

Admissions Process for Years
7, 8 and 9

1. Your child will need to sit an online, multiple choice
Cognitive Ability Test (CAT). The test is divided into three
sections with a short break between each section. It takes
about 2 hours in total (including breaks). This online test
is not a curriculum test. It measures verbal, mathematical,
non-verbal and spatial intelligence and is a series of short
tests designed to assess four different areas –
• Verbal Reasoning Test – thinking with words
• Quantitative (or Numerical) Reasoning Test – thinking
with numbers
• Non Verbal Reasoning Test – thinking with shapes
• Spatial Ability Test – thinking with shape and space
The reason for these tests is that we receive applications
from children who have been educated in many different
countries / curriculum across the world. This gives us a
consistent way of comparing students from many different
backgrounds.
2. In addition, your child will need to sit two online
curriculum tests. Progress Test in English (PTE) and
Progress Test in Maths (PTM). There is no time limit but
students typically complete each test in an hour.
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If applying from overseas, it may be possible to liaise
with your child's current school to arrange for them to
take the tests.

pm most days. Each tour takes approximately one hour.
Please phone at least 24 hours in advance to make an
appointment.

3. Depending on the computer test results, we may ask
a specialist teacher to have a further assessment with
your child. Students who attain stanine 1, 2, 3 or 4 in their
CAT paper are referred to the Head of Learning Support
and/or the Head of English as an Additional Language for
further assessment.

Open Days

Please visit our website for details of our Open Days. If
you live outside Brunei, we are happy to arrange an
online meeting.
https://www.jerudonginternationalschool.com/admissions/
open-days

4 . T h e resul ts of th e o nlin e tes ts a n d a ny fu r th e r
assessment, will then be shown to the Vice Principal / Head
of Senior School, together with your child’s most recent
school report. At this stage, the Head of Senior School
will decide if your child will progress to the final stage.
5. The final stage of the process is to meet a senior
member of the Senior School, usually the Head of Senior
School, who will interview your child. Each interview
takes approximately thirty minutes and gives your child
an opportunity to talk about their interests, ask questions
about the school and discover more about the structure of
the school and its academic programme. Year 9 students
select their option subjects in consultation during this
interview. A parent must accompany the student to the
interview.

Finalising the Enrolment

You will be notified by the Registrar or Senior Registrar
either at the end of the interview process or a few days
later regarding the enrolment of your child. The final decision is a collaboration between the Vice Principal (Head
of Senior School), the Senior Registrar and where appropriate, the Head of Learning Support. Where a child does
not meet the entry levels required or is borderline, referral to the Principal can also occur.
Successful applicants receive a formal letter of offer and
an endorsed Student Pass* application (for non-Bruneian
students). There is an acceptance form attached to the
offer letter that needs to be signed and returned to the
Admissions Office. Once this has been received and the
school deposit paid, this formally completes the enrolment process.

Arranging a Tour

The Admissions staff are happy to show you the site at
any time during school hours (8 am–2 pm, Monday to
Thursday). Boarding House tours are available before 2

*Student Pass/Visa

The Brunei Government requires all foreign students to
have a Student Pass in order to study in Brunei. The form
has to be endorsed by the school and countersigned by
the Principal. The form is available from JIS Admissions
Office. The application process for Boarding House students whose family resides outside of Brunei is handled
by an agent retained by the school. The agent charges a
fee in addition to the cost of the Student Pass. Students
may not commence their studies at the school without a
valid Student Pass. The Student Pass is in addition to a
Dependent Pass. For any questions email visa@jis.edu.bn.
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The information in this Booklet is correct as at June 2022.
The School reserves the right to make changes where deemed necessary.
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